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Avant-gard ee Cultur e 

Chapte rr  3: 
Strategi cc  Convergenc e and Functiona l 

Differentiatio nn - The Film Societie s and Ciné-
Clubss of the 1920s and 30s 

SelbstverstandlichSelbstverstandlich kostet wis die Organisierung der Arbeit 
weitweit mehr Mühe als die (kiinstlerische) Arbeit selber, das heifit, 

wirwir  kamen immer mehr dazu, die Organisation fur einen 
wesentlichenwesentlichen Teil der kiinstlerischen Arbeit zu halten. 

EsEs war das nur möglich, weil die Arbeit als ganze eine politische war. 
BertoltBertolt Brecht, Slatan Dudow etal. (1931/32)1 

Filmm clubs, film societies and ciné-clubs have not been high on the agenda of film 
historians.. While, generally speaking, production has always generated more 
researchh than distribution and exhibition this special case of circulation has largely 
beenn left on the margins. Ciné-clubs and film societies have either been dealt with 
inn biographical works of individuals that played a decisive role in and devoted time 
andd energy to these efforts or in regional studies which concentrated on a specific 
cityy (and often a specific screening space or a specific institutional context). Both 
approachess to these alternative outlets neglect on the one hand the national and 
internationall  exchange of the initiatives, on the other it has limited the scope to 
specificc constellations thus not reaching a comparatistic perspective. In keeping 
withh my aim of contextualising artistic practice and doing archaeological 
historiographyy of the avant-garde I intend to examine the nexus of film societies, 
theirr activities and publications, their programming policies and networking 
efforts.. I consider film societies as social organisms which provide a framework for 
viewingg and discussing films, for developing theories and for distributing and 
makingg films.2 This chapter follows roughly a chronological itinerary from the first 
effortss after World War One to the emerging mass movement of the late 1920s. I 
wil ll  consider the programming policy as well as the manifestoes and programmes 
ass artifacts that constitute an alternative and oppositional practice. The upsurge 
towardss a boom around 1930 wil l be treated under the heading strategic 
convergencee - this increase was due to the fact that different groups united for 
somee time under the avant-garde banner. The development in the 1920s until the 
watershedd around 1930 could be summed up as strategic convergence. I wil l 
furthermoree consider the development in the 1930s in respect to how the cinema 
camee to occupy a different position for the nation state and archives were 
instituted.. My guiding concept for the development after the coming of sound wil l 
bee functional differentiation. The coming of sound wil l be a conceptual relay as 
thiss transition brought contradictions into the open and forced the avant-garde to 
reconsiderr and reconfigure their activities. Traditional answers to some of the 
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problemss posed in this chapter have somewhat simplistically been given by those 
involvedd in the societies. A characteristic example is from Ivor Montagu - central 
figurefigure of the London Film Society - who, on being questioned about some of the 
shiftss and ruptures of the inter-war period, gives as the reason the naive answer: 
«becausee the time was ripe«.3 

Mostt things that is generally known about the 1920s and 1930s and the 
activitiess of the film societies, ciné-clubs, Filmligas, Filmverbande we owe to the 
peoplee that were actually involved in the initiatives. The few people who started 
thee film clubs and then became important figures in film making, film publishing, 
filmfilm  theory, and film archives were also the ones to write down their stories. In 
fact,, the pioneers of the 1920s have not only written their own histories, but 
moreoverr they were the ones to pen the first important books on film theory and 
historyy as well as the ones to start archives and university courses. A fairly small 
groupp of activists, practitioners and theoreticians, mobile and ambitious, first made 
historyy and later wrote it down, created the first canon in the film societies and 
subsequentlyy determined which films were written about and preserved. They 
practicallyy predetermined what later generations were able to watch, read, and 
thinkk about. Yet, the topic of this remark is not in the first place to object to their 
actuall  activities and writings, but rather my surprise at how unquestioned this 
pioneerr generation was (and still is) taken at face value in their memories and 
mythologies. . 

Whatt could be called »the first wave of cinephilia«4 includes not only the 
filmsfilms that have claims to fame, but, more importantly, activities in the cinema 
sectorr beyond the commercial and industrial structures in a wide sense (exhibition, 
publishing,, public debate, distribution). I wil l confine myself mainly to key 
activitiess in Britain, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and France 
inn the 1920s and 1930s. This limitation is not only dictated by practicability of 
accesss to material, but - as wil l emerge in this chapter - it follows the pattern of 
closestt cooperation and most intense activities. Film societies were typical of large 
metropolitann centres which had a sufficient density of artists and intellectuals 
interestedd in novel and innovative use of film. Even though there were similar 
effortss in »marginal« places like Portugal, Poland or Denmark, these were not as 
continuous,, as broad and as closely connected as the phenomena that I am dealing 
withh here. I wil l argue that the practically simultaneous growth of film clubs in 
severall  European cultural centres was far from coincidental and is intertwined with 
aa technological shift, i.e. the coming of sound, but also with changes of the public 
sphere,, a reconfigured film industry and a generally transformed political 
landscape.. Far from disappearing without a trace or failing in its goals as traditional 
historiographyy would have it, the ciné-clubs had a strong impact in the longer run. 
Inn the course of the 1930s, the activities led to (self-)employment in various 
educational,, governmental and filmmaking bodies, but more importantly also to 
filmfilm  archives. 
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Whilee the main cities in Europe were Amsterdam, Berlin, Brussels, 
London,, and Paris I am leaving out two other territories important for alter-native 
fil mm culture in this chapter: the Soviet Union and the United States, the two »big 
others«« for Western Europe. While I wil l deal with the Soviet Union in a separate 
chapter,, the United States would constitute its own work and wil l not be dealt with 
mee here in any detail. It wil l crop up here and there, but it wil l stay in the wings 
andd I can only refer to some of the more important research that has been done on 
alternativee movements in the United States.5 Furthermore, as bourgeois art never 
hadd a strong (public) footing with state support and elite backing, the avant-garde 
inn the US had a different relationship to mass culture and technology. For that 
reason,, an inclusion of the Unites States would alter the perspective considerably. 
AA final nod before I delve into the material proper should go to avant-garde 
developmentss in Japan which to some extent paralleled those in Europe and the 
Unitedd States, but they also diverged considerably and have been the topic of some 
accessiblee studies recently.6 

3.11 Emergenc e 
LesLes passionnés du cinématographe se comptent par dizaines de millions, 

appartenantappartenant a tout Ie pays, è toutes les classes, depuis les plus 
intellectuellesintellectuelles jusqu'a celles dont la culture est plus rudimentaire. 

CharlesCharles de Vesme (1920)7 

Whenn thinking about the beginnings of film societies one encounters problems of 
definitionn and dates well-known to the historian of early cinema in relation to the 
»emergencee of cinema«. Thomas Elsaesser has described the problems inherent in 
anyy definition of the origins of cinema: 

[B]eii  der Überlegung, was denn eigentlich Kino sei, bleibt manche 
Selbstverstandlichkeitt auf der Strecke. 1st es eine Reihe von Fotografien, die 
Bewegungsabtëufee festhalt, oder sind es Bilder, gezeichnet oder fotografiert, die 
mechanischh angetrieben werden, urn den Eindruck kontinuierlicher Bewegung zu 
erwecken?? [...] 1st es das projizierte Bild oder die Vorfühning lebender Bilder vor 
einemm zahlenden Publikum? [...] Es gibt [...] mindestens [...] zwei Dutzend [...] 
AnwSrter* * 

Inn this vein we should pause for a moment and reconsider what the kind of object is 
wee are dealing with here. What constitutes a ciné-club - that is shows exclusively 
filmsfilms or that it formulates an anti-establishment stance? Is it imperative that it 
workss on a subscription basis or that it invites practitioners for debates? Is a neces-
saryy condition that its main aim is aesthetic conoisseurship or that it has an expli-
citlyy political agenda? Similar to the problem of the origin and birth of cinema, we 
shouldd be wary of locating foundational moments that can be charged with 
historicall  significance and rather question the parameters guiding these decisions. 
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Despitee these cautionary remarks it appears almost certain that Paris has 
alwayss been (and continues to be today) the capital of cinephilia and cinema 
culture100 - this chapter shall have as its launch pad developments in the French 
capital.. There are several events one could point to and choosing one is probably as 
arbitraryy as choosing another when locating the origin of a practice that had many 
forerunnerss in theatre clubs and artists' societies, in associations for workers' 
culturall  education and other gatherings devoted to the aesthetic and cultural 
appreciationn of the cinema. Nevertheless, the screening at the Parisian cinema La 
PépinièrePépinière on 12 June 1920 organised and conducted by Louis Delluc, Georges 
Denolaa and Charles de Vesme and devoted to the work of French animator Emile 
Cohll  has often been seen as a beginning of considerable significance.11 This event 
evolvedd into a movement (the formation of the Ciné-club de France can be traced 
backk to this screening), it was located in Paris and it was co-organised by Louis 
Dellucc who was one of the key figure in Parisian intellectual cinema culture of the 
earlyy 1920s - for these reasons this moment has been often singled out as the 
»origin«« of a practice that later came to be known as ciné-clubs and film 
societies.122 It was in the spring of 1921, when the Italian-born critic Ricciotto 
Canudoo followed suit with another influential film society, the Club des Amis du 
SeptièmeSeptième Art (CASA) - the origin of the phrase »Seventh Art« is to be found in 
Canudo'ss writings and activities. CASA was mainly frequented by members of the 
avant-gardee such as Germaine Dulac, Marcel L'Herbier, Alberto Cavalcanti, Jean 
Epstein,, Léon Moussinac, Blaise Cendrars, Jean Cocteau, Robert Mallet-Stevens, 
Fernandd Léger, Jaque Catelain, Harry Baur, and Gaston Modot. While Delluc was 
aa theatre critic and writer, Canudo had moved in the circles of the European avant-
gardee (primarily visual arts) before turning to the cinema. While Delluc's 
conférencesconférences and published texts regarded film as a democratic mass art, Canudo's 
CASACASA was more high-brow and frequented mostly by artists and intellectuals.13 In 
earlyy 1925 the organisations founded by Delluc (which had in the meantime been 
takenn over by Léon Moussinac) and Canudo merged after both Canudo and Delluc 
hadd died (Canudo in 1923, Delluc in 1924). This merger resulted in the first 
nationwidee organisation of its type linking different filmclubs into the Ciné-Clubs 
dede France which later came under the directorship of Léon Moussinac, Jacques 
Feyy der, and Germaine Dulac.14 Already in these beginnings can be seen the seeds 
forr a strategic convergence that would take place over the course of the 1920s: 
high-broww modernists, cinephiles with a confidence in film's potential as mass 
art15,, political activists on both ends of the spectrum (even though mainly left-
wing),, anarchists and pacifists, technological visionaries of romantic inclination 
(justt think of F.W. Murnau or Abel Gance) and others all rallied around avant-
gardisticc concepts. In the years leading up to the introduction of sound the avant-
gardee was capable of integrating various groups into an (apparently) common 
cause.. It is also interesting to note that these activists were simultaneously 
filmmakers,filmmakers, writers, and activists-organisers, a crucial element of this first wave. 
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Cinemaa was not yet full y functionally differ-entiated as those players could easily 
crosss lines between different segments.16 

Thee number  of ciné-clubs in Paris quickly rose in the course of the 1920s 
andd the first ciné-club outside Paris seems to have been founded in 1925 in 
Montpellier. 177 Often ciné-clubs were instigated by journals or  the other  way round; 
alreadyy in this nascent form the alternative networks were characterised by an 
approachh that incorporated different media and a variety of public addresses 
(screenings,, conferences, magazines, leaflets). Contrary to commercial cinemas 
whichh sold a film  on the strength of a star  or  a story the ciné-clubs aimed at 
gatheringg an audience of subscribers in order  to have a guaranteed public for  each 
separatee screening. Magazines, leaflets, discussions and other  supplements formed 
partt  of the media strategy followed by the avant-garde. Other  activities such as 
exhibitionss soon followed. While Canudo's club had been already active within the 
highh modernist and intellectually high-brow Salon d'Automne for  some years, 1924 
saww a first major  exhibition on the cinema, L'Art  dans Ie cinéma francais, at the 
MuséeMusée Galliera}* 

Inn the mid-1920s the ciné-clubs were joined by cinemas specialising in 
avant-gardee and film art while also constructing a repertory of classics. Three 
placess deserve mention as legendary screening spaces: the Theatre du Vieux 
ColombierColombier which opened on 14 November  1924 with a programme of Andre 
Sauvage'ss mountain-climbing documentary LA TRAVERSE DU GRÉPON / 
L'ASCENSIONN DU GRÉPON (FR 1923), Marcel Silver's experimental L'HORLOG E 
(FRR 1924) and Charlie Chaplin's short SUNNYSIDE (US 1921). This mixtur e of 
repertoryy classics, non-fiction and experimental work in a more narrow sense was 
typicall  for  avant-garde clubs as well as cinemas of the 1920s. The mixed interests 
combiningg scientific, educational and aesthetic streaks were much broader  than 
retrospectivee considerations of the avant-garde focused on formal innovations in a 
handfull  of classics would have it. The Vieux Colombier was run by Jean Tédesco 
whoo had taken over  the editorship of the cinephile magazine Cinéa in 1924 after 
Louiss Delluc had died. The second important cinema, the Studio des Ursulines, 
wass directed by Armand Tallier . It opened on 21 January 1926 in Montparnasse 
andd its initia l programme consisted of »twenty minutes of prewar  cinema, twenty 
minutess of avant-garde cinema, and an unreleased film of a more accessible 
characterr  and aesthetics19 Or, to give the exact titles of this mixtur e of repertory, 
experiment,, and accessible art cinema: MIMOSA LA DERNIÈRE GRISETTE (FR 1906, 
Leoncee Perret), a re-edited version of ENTR'ACTE (FR 1924, René Clair  / Francis 
Picabia)) and FREUDLOSE GASSE (DE 1925, G.W. Pabst, >Joyless Street<). The thir d 
importantt  cinema for  avant-garde and repertory purposes that came in existence in 
Pariss in the 1920s was the Studio 28 under  the directorship of Jean Mauclaire 
whichh borrowed its name from the year  it opened.20 Not coincidentally these names 
off  avant-garde theatres allude to other  arts, in this case to painting and theatre, a 
strategyy typical of later  art house cinemas and video shops with a more ambitious 
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offerr  calling themselves Theatre, Studio or  Gallery. The French film clubs leaned 
towardss debate and were more communicative than their  British pendants. Film 
societiess in Britai n were far  more frontal  with introductions to the films whereas in 
Francee it was more common to have discussion afterwards. Ian Christie has pointed 
outt  that the French started theorising the medium's specificity (photogénie was the 
keyy term), but also built a whole system around it: »They [the French avant-garde] 
spawnedd a support system of film clubs, specialized cinemas, and magazines, all 
devotedd to the promotion of film as modern art; and this network soon spread 
beyondd France, creating a sympathetic context for  innovative work from 
elsewhere«.211 The motive of the network is crucial to my approach as film was re-
inventedd as a discursive medium by the avant-garde. In its early years many had 
seenn film as a tool for  science and a means of making money (like the Lumiere-
brothers).. The 1910s by contrast were characteresied by pedagogical distrust in the 
reform-orientedd debates about the status of the cinema. Only in the 1920s film was 
gainingg respectability in this diversification into many different fields. To give but 
onee example: Jean Tédesco who ran the Thé&tre du Vieux Colombier not only 
workedd in exhibition and publishing (the journal Cinéa), but he also went into film 
productionn himself. He commissioned Jean Epstein with a compilation illustratin g 
thee concept of PHOTOGÊNIES (FR 1924) which was compiled from outtakes and 
non-fictionn material. Tédesco subsequently became the house producer  of Epstein 
ass he financed his following films like Six ET DEMI-ONZE (FR 1927), LA GLACE A 
TROISS FACE (FR 1927), and LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHER (FR 1928). 
Moreover,, he improvised a studio on the roof of his cinema where Renoir  shot LA 
PETITEE MARCHANDE D'ALLUMETTE S (FR 1927/28). Tédesco as an avant-garde 
activistt  did not limi t himself to programming and running a cinema, but his 
approachh to film  was much broader  and encompassed different segments of a 
MedienverbundMedienverbund such as production and publishing. 

Inn England the situation was different and it took longer  until a broader  support for 
thee cinema found its common cause. It was film  criti c Ivor  Montagu who came 
fromfrom  London to Paris in 1925 to find out more about how to start, programme, and 
runn a film  club. Montagu had met the actor  Hugh Mille r  on the return journey from 
aa field tri p to Berlin where he had reported for  The Times on German film  while 
Mille rr  had acted in a film  shot in Germany. On a voyage between these two 
Europeann production centres the idea for  an alternative exhibition organisation in 
Britai nn was first  formulated.22 The explicit model was the British Stage Society 
whichh was instrumental in bringing Ibsen, Strindberg, Shaw, Cocteau, Pirandello 
andd other  modern authors to the attention of a wider  audience in England; the 
originall  name should have been Independent Film Theatre Ltd, but it was 
subsequentlyy changed. An assorted circle of people interested in film  art was 
gatheredd in 1925 in London to form the Film Society, including critics Iri s Barry 
andd Walter  Mycroft , Lord Sidney Bernstein, a »socialist millionaire^  and director 
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Adriann Brunei. Founding members were also H.G. Wells, G.B. Shaw, J.M. Keynes 
andd many more giving their names for cultural capital and respectability. The 
Britishh Film Society, compared to its continental relatives, was relatively high-brow 
andd bourgeois; it modelled itself on a theatre society and boasted famous writers -
thee explicit model was first and foremost literature and theatre. Despite these high-
broww credentials (or maybe because of them?), the organisation did not find 
cooperationn within the film industry. Adrian Brunei fell from grace with the film 
industryy because of his involvement with the Film Society, resigning from the 
councill  in order to get his industry job back, »as my employers insisted that my 
associationn with the Society would damage the prestige of the films I made for 
them«.233 On the whole, the British film industry was opposed to the idea of a film 
societyy as they considered alternative activities as interference in their business. 
Yet,, part of the reason for this rejection might be the explicit address to the present 
andd future film industry (including the trade press) whereas in other countries the 
targett group were less explicitly the industry and rather the intellectual tastemakers. 

Indeed,, the founding manifesto of the Film Society explicitly aimed at 
changingg the film industry from within; even though this text is comparably low-
keyy as opposed to more radical battle cries from Germany of the Netherlands: 

Thee Film Society has been founded in the belief that there are in this country a large 
numberr of people who regard the cinema with the liveliest interest, and who would 
welcomee an opportunity seldom afforded the general public of witnessing films of 
intrinsicc merit, whether new or old... It is felt to be of the utmost importance that 
filmss of the type proposed should be available to the Press, and to the film trade 
itself,, including present and (what is more important) future British film producers, 
editors,, cameramen, titling experts and actors... It is important that films of this type 
shouldd not only be shown under the best conditions of the most actively minded 
peoplee both inside and outside the film world, but that they should, from time to 
time,, be revived. This will be done. In this way standards of taste and of executive 
abilityy may be raised and a critical tradition established. This cannot but affect future 
productions...24 4 

Despitee tensions between Film Society and film industry and despite the fact that 
wee tend to think nowadays of clear-cut distinctions between the industry and the 
artisticc side, most of the key figures involved in the founding of the society also 
hadd close links with the industry: Miller was an actor in commercial productions, 
Bruneii  was a succesful commercial director who also tried his hand at experiments, 
butt certainly not someone who would be mentioned nowadays in the same breath 
withh Eisenstein, Ruttmann or Man Ray. Lord Bernstein made his money as a 
exhibitorr and distributor backing the film society with his involvement in the 
industry.. He ran the Granada cinema chain which showed quality film 
programmes.. Even the critics that one would suspect to side with the artists had a 
lott of cross-over potential: Barry who moved in the circles of T.S. Eliot, Wyndham 
Lewis,, Herbert Read, W.B. Yeats, and Ezra Pound at that time, had gotten her start 
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workingg in the film industry, reporting for The Spectator on trade shows for 
Bernstein'ss Granada chain. Later in New York, she would establish very close ties 
withh Hollywood in order to fil l the archive at the newly founded film department of 
thee Museum of Modern Art (MOMA). Some time later, Montagu and Brunei created 
aa small company for the retitling of foreign films into English that were shown at 
thee Film Society. This company became the entry point for young enthusiasts into 
filmfilm  making, many of whom became later associated with the British Documentary 
Filmm Movement.25 Yet, not all of them went into the Grierson-circle: Montagu 
workedd with Michael Balcon and Alfred Hitchcock, he was active in left-wing film 
activitiess in the 1930s and founded a society of film technicians. The combination 
off  such diverse activities is unthinkable nowadays. In the introduction to an 
intervieww in Screen, Montagu is described as »one of a rare species in that he was a 
cinemaa intellectual and a producer working in the orthodox commercial feature 
industry.«« Contrary to this statement these people moving back and forth between 
industryy and writing, between publishing, distribution and promotion are not really 
»rare«,, but much more typical of that period than we are accustomed to think. As 
wee will see, this opposition between art and business is foremost a rhetorical device 
usedd to create a common enemy and banner under which people could be gathered 
whoo otherwise had a very different outlook (in terms of politics, culture, 
organisation).. The British situation was special insofar as a high-brow organisation 
monopolisedd avant-garde cinema for a relatively long time. The convergence in 
thiss case was between different cultural agents that occupied key positions in 
literature,, the theatre, the film industry or journalism - different segments of 
societyy took an active interest in the cinema and formed an elite network through 
thee London Film Society. Only with the founding of left-leaning screening clubs 
andd production cooperatives such as the workers' film societies around 1930 did a 
moree political streak enter the film avant-garde in the British context. 

Inn Amsterdam legend has it that a scandalous and overcrowded screening of 
Pudovkin'ss MATJ (SU 1926, >Mother<) organised by the artist's society De Kring 
inn May 1927 led to the formation of the Filmliga. The film was temporarily 
stoppedd by the police, people were fleeing out the windows until finally the 
Amsterdamm mayor was woken up late at night to decide that the screening could 
continue.277 While this is not entirely wrong in factographic terms, it contains a 
measuree of legend building typical of autobiographically tainted story telling. The 
ideaa to that night originated with a film distributor who had bought Pudovkin's 
film,film,  but was not able to screen it because censorship prohibited a public exhibition 
off  the film. This business man was Ed. Pelster, member of the of the trade 
organisationn Nederlandsche Bioscoop-Bond (NBB) as well as of the Filmliga, but 
hee remained an outsider in the circle of Joris Ivens, Menno ter Braak and Henrik 
Scholte.. With press screenings he mobilised journalists who then in turn organised 
thiss closed screening for the artistic society. About a year later the film passed 
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censorshipp and went into »ordinary« commercial distributio n with some success. 
Onn the one hand, the Filmliga  was claiming as one of its aims to help films that 
weree not screened otherwise. In fact, the Filmliga  could not help MOTHER to get 
distributio nn since a distributor  was already waiting to bring the film  into the 
cinemass before and after  the incident. The real problem here (as quite often in the 
interwarr  period) was censorship, yet even here it is not quite clear  in which 
directionn the support went. When thinkin g about who helped whom it was, 
probablyy counter-intui-tively , Pudovkin's film  that gave the Filmliga  a publicity 
pushh because papers all over  the country reported on the MOTHER-incident and on 
thee new society that was started as a reaction to the events. On the other  hand, the 
FilmligaFilmliga  helped the commercial distributor  when the film  got its normal cinema 
releasee more than a year  later  - as is well known from many instances, a scandal is 
thee best thing that can happen to a work of art. In fact, the Filmliga  was not able to 
screenn MOTHER when it came out because the distributor  (even though he was a 
memberr  of the Filmliga)  preferred to rent the film  to commercial cinemas. 

Thee first  manifesto of the Dutch Filmliga  pitted cinema against film,  kitsch 
againstt  art: »Eens op de honderd keep zien wij : de film.  Voor  de rest zien wij : 
bioscoop.*288 The activists of the Filmliga  were sharply distinguishing the good 
objectt  film from  the bad object cinema. This stance is echoed in serious film 
criticism,, archiving, and theory: It is only the film  that counts in this view, not the 
cinemaa experience, the architecture, social activity, sound accompaniment, habits 
off  visits and a multitud e of other  factors relevant to the film  experience. This 
frameworkframework  of cinema going as an activity only became important in the 1990s 
whenn the influence of cultural studies, new film  history and media archaeology 
begann to make an impression in film  studies. Even in the 1920s the simplictic 
dualismm of commercialism vs. art, kitsch vs. culture, avant-garde vs. industry was 
neverr  pure and a rather  crude construction. To give some examples: The Soviet 
tradee agencies tryin g to sell revolutionary films in Western Europe would much 
ratherr  make a deal with commercial distributor s (as foreign currency was badly 
needed)) than with a film  society which normally would pay less money. When 
Eisensteinn visited the Netherlands in 1930, he spent much more time with the 
associationn of commercial distributor s than with the Filmliga  (much to the dismay 
off  the Filmliga). And when, to cross the Channel for  an additional example, 
POTEMKI NN first  came to England it was not at the request of the Film Society, but it 
wass arranged by the Film Booking Offices, a commercial company which had a 
contractt  with the Soviet trade delegation in Berlin.29 

Thee history of audience organisations in Germany testifies to the heavily 
politicisedd public sphere of the Weimar  Republic. Initiative s for  alternative 
exhibitionn (mainly ambulant cinemas) existed in Germany from the early 1920s 
onwards.. The travelling projections were organised by political groups such as 
Will ii  Münzenberg's Internationale Arbeiterhilfe (IAH ) und other  grassroots 
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organisations.. The IAH was founded in 1921 when a famine struck parts of the 
Soviett  Union and Münzenberg was asked to organise a world-wide aid programme 
forr  the inhabitants of the affected regions. Unlike the German communist party 
KPDD which only started their  film activities around 1930, the IAH was active in 
filmfilm  work from its inception and toured with film programmes through local 
chapters.. In winter  1924/25 a tour  with three Soviet non-fiction films (on child care 
forr  orphans, on the winter  help activities of the IAH for  the Soviet population and 
onn Lenin's funeral) took place mainly through medium-sized towns in the 
Southwestt  of Germany.31 Production and distributio n were later  organised through 
Münzenberg'ss company Prometheus. Attempting to construct an alternative to the 
powerr  of the large media conglomerates Münzenberg consciously emulated the 
modell  of the national-conservative media entrepreneur  Hugenberg.32 

Socialdemocraticc and unionist organisations - in direct competition over 
working-classs support with the communists for  most of the 1920s - also arranged 
cinemaa events. Yet, unlike film  societies and like many of the IAH activities 
mentionedd above these were not audience organisations, but rather  politicall y 
motivatedd screening events for  an audience of party members. Film societies 
typicallyy grew out of a group of people gathering around a different kind and use of 
film.film.  The socialdemocrats were quicker  than the Communists to use film  as a 
meanss of propaganda and persuasion. In 1922 the socialdemocratic party SPD with 
thee support of the trade union Allgemeiner Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund (ADGB) 
foundedd the Volksfilmbühne33 and its own »FUm- und Lichtspieldienst« for 
productionn and distributio n of films.34 Their  two productions, DIE SCHMIEDE (DE 
1924,, Marti n Berger) and FREIES VOLK (DE 1925, Marti n Berger), led to public 
controversiess and were financially not successful.35 These early initiatives were 
top-downn insofar  as members of left-wing parties got involved in cultural film 
workk in order  to mobilise members for  political action, either  for  singular  events or 
forr  a regular  audience organisation. In this respect, they present marginal cases of 
filmfilm  societies which are normally defined as audience associations starting from 
grassroott  activities. 

Thee situation in Germany is different than in France, the Netherlands or 
Englandd as the politisation was much stronger  while the »cinephile« or 
»essentialist«« leanings of the Parisian or  Amsterdam cineaste apparently were 
muchh weaker  in Berlin, Hamburg, Breslau, Stuttgart or  Frankfurt . The politicall y 
motivatedd screening clubs only came into existence in England and the Netherlands 
aroundd 1930 (workers' film  society, Vereeniging voor  Volkscultuur ) while they 
precedee the aesthetically oriented organisations in Germany. Yet, ideas and local 
initiative ss for  film  clubs with an artistically oriented agenda can be detected in the 
firstfirst  half of the 1920s. An editorial in the liberal trade journal Film-Kurier  in May 
19233 called for  a »Film-Liga«, a society for  screening artistically ambitious films, 
inn order  to convince opponents of the film  (»Film-Gegner«, a term later  taken up 
byy Hans Richter) of the value of certain films. As a public figure head Gerhart 
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Hauptmannn is proposed as an intellectual and artist with an outspoken interest in 
thee cinema. The whole idea is put forward in a spirit of reform and education (of 
thee masses) and remains somewhat condescending towards the ^uneducated 
people«: : 

Diee Quintessenz der Propaganda mu8 in der Forderung gipfeln: Sorgt dafUr, dafi das 
Publikumm in der Gesamtheit immer höhere Ansprüche stellt und geht selbst oft ins 
Kino,, dann wird der Kitsch immer mehr verschwinden. Das Publikum bekommt 
letztenn Endes immer das vorgesetzt, wonach es verlangt.36 

Nevertheless,, it took until the late-1920s until such a society was realised. Until 
thatt time alternative cinema culture was largely dependent on circles close to the 
communistt party. The proximity of the Prometheus to the communist party KPD 
madee their entry into regular cinemas difficult as up to 90% of cinemas were 
controlledd by big cinema chains affiliated with Ufa or Hollywood majors. These 
cinemass often refused to rent their halls to the communist party or to cultural 
organisationss affiliated with the KPD. Therefore, many of these cinema events with 
(party-)politicall  ramifications took place either in communal spaces with 
antiquatedd equipment or in open-air screenings, contexts which rather supported a 
distractedd manner of reception and spectatorship not favourable for the aesthetic 
experimentss of the avant-garde. In fact, these activities rather tended towards non-
fictionfiction material and agit-prop films with a number of Soviet montage films mixed 
in.. In these circles the experimental films from Germany or France were practically 
neverr seen.37 It was not until the late-1920s that these efforts would give rise to an 
audiencee organisation with a broader basis. 

Onee moment to pinpoint as a decisive event in the slowly emerging force 
fieldfield of alternative cinema culture in Germany was the matinee »Der absolute 
Film«« on 3 and 10 May 1925 (repeated because of the strong interest during the 
firstt session as many people had to be turned away).38 The event at the Berlin 
cinemaa Ufa-Theater am Kurfiirstendamm was organised by the Novembergruppe, 
ann aesthetically minded association of artists with avant-garde leanings, in 
cooperationn with the production company Ufa.39 While the communist-oriented 
VolksfibnverbandVolksfibnverband was intertwined with the political side of the avant-garde, this 
eventt highlights the desire of the avant-garde to be recognised as »legitimate« (i.e. 
bourgeois)) art. Tellingly, the screening did not take place in a working-class 
neighbourhoodd nor in the old centre of Berlin, but in the bourgeois and commercial 
centree of the new West. At the same time this occasion emphasises the links 
betweenn artistic innovations and the industry and the proximity of the avant-garde 
too the emerging documentary film. In fact, it was Dr. Edgar BeyfuB as dramaturg 
off  the UfsL'Kulturfilmabteilung (department of educational and documentary films) 
whoo introduced the screening. The Kulturfilmabteilung could be described as Ufa's 
ResearchResearch & Development-department which innovated trick effects, camera 
equipment,, shooting techniques and technical inventions. Here, Eggeling and 
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Richterr were able to conduct their first experiments and here some support for the 
stilll  miniscule movement of the avant-garde cinema could be found. The year 
beforee (1924) BeyfuB had published together with A. Kossowsky a book about the 
emergingg field40 in which documentary, experiment, education and activism 
overlapped.. The Kultwrfilmabteilung and initiatives in the same field (cinemas in 
Germanyy invariably started their programmes with short educational films in order 
too obtain tax breaks) which proved to be not only influenced and influential for 
manyy of the early activists of the avant-garde movement, but also gave many of 
thesee practitioners a chance to try their hand at filmmaking or offered a safe haven 
andd steady source of income for an otherwise often unpredictable future. 

Connectedd to the important matinee »Der absolute Film« and in some 
respectt a continuation of the aesthetic streak was the Gesellschaft Neuer Film 
(GNF)) with Hans Richter as a driving force behind it. The »society new film« 
presentedd radical films and was founded officially on 15 January 1928 in Berlin by 
Hanss Richter, Guido Bagier, Karl Freund, and Frank Warschauer.41 The society 
onlyy organised two events in Berlin, one privately, »in einem Privathaus des 
Berlinerr Westens«, on 15 January 1928 with the premiere of Richter's own 
FILMSTUDIEE (DE 1926, at this occasion still called »Rhythmus«), Alberto 
Cavalcanti'ss LA p'TTTE LlL l (FR 1927/28) and Henri Chomette's JEUX DES 
REFLETSS ET LE LA VITESSE (FR 1925), wrongly attributed to Chomette's patron 
Countt Beaumont, accompanied by Guido Bagier on the piano.42 The other 
screeningg took place on 19 February 1928 at the commercial cinema U.T. 
KurfurstendammKurfurstendamm where a similar programme - films by Richter, Beaumont (Henri 
Chomette'ss patron, i.e. most probably again JEUX DES REFLETS ET LE LA VITESSE), 
Cavalcanti,, Eggeling and Man Ray - were shown to an invited audience.43 Hans 
Richterr himself has later commented on this initiative: 

Inn ganz Europa war man inzwischen sehr avantgardefilmbewuBt geworden. [...] 
Zwischenn Paris, Holland und Berlin kam ein internationaler Austausch von 
Filmen,, Personen und Artikeln in Schwung. Da meine Filme alle im »Studio des 
Ursulines«« liefen, auch in Holland gezeigt wurden, fiihlte ich mien nicht nur 
dazugehörig,, sondern auch verantwortlich, in Deutschland etwas fur unsere 
Europa-Bewegungg zu tun. [...] So grtindeten wir [Karl Freund, Guido Bagier und 
ich]]  1926/27 die Gesellschaft »Neuer Film«.44 

Thiss film programme was subsequently at least screened in Frankfurt45, possibly in 
otherr provincial cities as well. Hans Richter provided his personal contacts for 
internationall  links: the Dutch Filmliga mentions the GNF in their report on their 
internationall  network and activities of the first year.46 The Gesellschaft »Neuer 
Film«Film« did not exist for a longer time. Some months later the press was speculating 
whetherr the GNF has disbanded: Guido Bagier had in the meantime gone back to 
hiss involvement with sound cinema and taken up a job at Tobis47 while Karl 
Freundd was working in England.48 In an interview in Close Up Freund hints at 
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possiblee tensions within the society around the question of abstraction and realism 
whenn asked about the society »that you founded for the absolute film in Berlin«: 

Theree was not sufficient support; we had to give up the performances. Myself, I am 
aa purist, I am not so sure that I like all these absolute films, so many of them are 
drawing.. Film is celluloid coated with silver emulsion, and should be used to record 
lightt and shade. I think of all the experimenters I prefer Man Ray.49 

Effectively,, Hans Richter seems to have been the driving force from the beginning, 
butt with the inactivity of his co-founders and a general uncertainty about the direc-
tionn to follow, Richter did not act anymore actively on behalf of this film society. 

Onn 13 January 1928 the Volksfilmverband für Filmkunst (VFV - People's 
Filmm Association for Film Art) was officially established in Berlin, trying to bind 
togetherr antagonistic forces from the left-wing spectrum: communists, anarchists 
andd left-wing social democrats united under the symbolic intellectual head of 
Heinrichh Mann who functioned as the first president of the organisation. The actual 
day-to-dayy business was taken care of by journalist Rudolf Schwarzkopf while 
journalistt Franz Hollering (editor in chief of the illustrated left-wing paper 
Arbeiter-Illustrierte-Zeitung)Arbeiter-Illustrierte-Zeitung) edited the monthly magazine Film und Volk. The 
VFVV assembled a honorary council made up of intellectuals and artists to support 
andd broaden the activities of the society.50 It announced itself to be a non-party 
organisation,, yet their founding manifesto signed by Mann is quite outspoken in 
politicall  terms: 

Wirr wollen und verlangen keine verstiegenen Experimente. Wir haben keinen in 
Asthetikk und Literatur befangenen Bildungsfimmel. Wir wissen, daB das Kino in 
ersterr Reihe eine Statte der Entspannung und Unterhaltung sein will und sein soil. 
Aberr wir glauben, daB >Unterhaltung< nicht gleichbedeutend ist mit >Schund<, daB 
>Entspannung<< nicht dasselbe ist, wie >geistige Armut<. 
Gegenn den kunstlerischen Schund, gegen die geistige Armut und nicht zuletzt auch 
gegenn die politische und soziale Reaktion, die nur allzuoft der heutigen 
Filmproduktionn den Stempel aufdrückt, richtet sich unser Kampf, damit der Film zu 
demm werde, was er sein könnte und sein sollte: Ein Mittel zur Verbreitung von 
Wissen,, AufklSrung und Bildung, Kenntnissen, Gedanken, Ideen - ein Mittel der 
Völker-Verstandigungg und Versöhnung - ein lebendiger, wirkender Faktor des 
alltaglichenn wie des geistigen und kunstlerischen Lebens!51 

Thee German context is thus markedly different from the French discourse which 
revolvedd around concepts such as photogénie and cinéphilie, it is also unlike the 
tendencyy of the Dutch Filmliga towards abstraction; the vast majority of the 
Germann initiatives were much higher politicised in that even the most broad 
approachh took a stance against experiments (even if it says »high-flown 
experiments*).. It was also oriented towards entertainment. It should be borne in 
mindd though that the VFV, even though it called itself variably »left-wing« or 
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»liberal«« was initiall y not connected to party politics - later  it followed 
increasinglyy in the wake of the communist party.52 Two factors might have added 
too this: Germany's young republic was highly politicised, especially in its later 
years;;  secondly, Germany's market had probably the strongest competition with 
Ufaa leading the German film against the American imports. With the strongest 
homee industry and as the most important European market, the cinema was caught 
betweenn issues of foreign and home policy, quotas and contingents, national self-
assertionn and international claim, the desire to be entertained and the wil l to be 
educated.. Nevertheless, the Volksfilmverband marks an incisive break with earlier 
initiative ss as intellectuals now joined forces with party functionaries, artist stood 
shoulderr  to shoulder  with unionists and political, cultural and aesthetic concerns 
camee into congruence. For  some months a strategic convergence seemed like it 
couldd provide a counterweight to the power  of the large corporations from Berlin-
Babelsbergg and Hollywood. Yet, this short moment of Utopian possibility when it 
seemedd that all these different groups had a common aim and a common strategy to 
followw did not last. 

Ass the Gesellschaft Neuer Film  was founded two days after  the 
VolksfilmverbandVolksfilmverband and as the board of the former  is hardly ever  mentioned in the 
magazinee of the latter, Film und Volk?\ it is possible that Richter's initiativ e was in 
somee respects a reaction to the VFV. Moreover, Walter  Ruttmann polemicised 
againstt  Richter's newly founded society. Ruttmann made fun of the »absolute 
fashion«.. And indeed, Ruttmann's name can be found in the honorary council of 
thee VFV while I could find no hint that any of the activists involved with GNF 
weree closely connected to the VFV. Testifying to a rif t within the avant-garde 
betweenn those who would put politics above aesthetics and those for  whom 
aestheticc innovation came before political activity, this incident demonstrates that 
thee superficial unity of the avant-garde presented at occasions such as the La Sarraz 
meetingg or  the Stuttgart exhibition were long before the coming of sound already 
nothingg but an illusion in order  to forge an alliance at that time. This construction 
hass often been reiterated in retrospective reasoning.54 

Onee lesson to learn from the emergence of film societies despite the 
nationallyy diverse contexts is that the whole opposition of art against industry was 
too a large extent publicity , necessary for  the avantgarde to mobilise a public. A 
specificc segment of the audience was much easier  to animate if gathered against a 
commonn enemy; it was rather  opposition (to commercial cinema culture, to 
narrativ ee film, to unpolitical and bourgeois stories) than a common aim that united 
thee activists of the ciné-clubs for  some years. Even though most of the films 
screenedd in the film  societies were also playing in commercial cinemas, even 
thoughh a lot of the people active in these initiatives worked in and for  the industry, 
evenn though the film  societies could not function without organisational structures 
similarr  to those of the industry they were still employing the dichotomy to mark a 
position.. The avant-garde thrived on an imaginary opposition that proved to be also 
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onee of die reasons for  its downfall when the internal divisions became visible after 
somee time. The glue that held the film  societies together  was a vague and 
sometimess even populist aversion to a certain kind of commercial cinema. 
Nevertheless,, this antipathy was strong enough to create a climate in which many 
peoplee believed that the cinema was a factor  to be reckoned with in drastic and 
radicall  socio-political transformations. It was this Utopian aspiration that 
contributedd to the strategic convergence of different groups. 

3.22 Screenin g Practic e 
TheThe Society is under no illusions. It is well aware 
thatthat Caligari's do not grow on raspberry bushes, 
andand that it cannot, in a season, expect to provide 

itsits members with an unbroken succession of masterpieces. 
TheThe Film Society (1925 f 

Thee screening practice at the Parisian ciné-clubs and specialised theatres was 
initiall yy rather  inspired by notions of film  history and classics than animated by 
ideass of abstract or  experimental work. On the one hand very few avant-garde films 
existedd in the first  half of the 1920s (the first  wave of films now canonised as part 
off  the classical avant-garde was made around 1924), on the other  the notion of film 
artt  had to be worked through and established. For  that reason the early programmes 
off  the French outlets for  alternative cinema consisted of Chaplin and Griffith , 
Feuilladee and Sjöström, Stiller  and Lang - it was first  of all a historical orientation 
thatt  contributed to the emergence of alternative screening outlets.56 The ciné-clubs 
onn the whole remained high-brow and elitist. With the notable exception of 
Moussinac'ss Les amis de Spartacus in 1928 (to be discussed below), most of the 
eventss were made by and for  a bourgeois intellectual public. The rhetoric of the 
clubss claiming that transforming the audience's taste would necessarily lead to a 
changee in film  production was therefore not utterly convincing as they invariably 
reachedd only a small segment of the audience (that would often not go to the 
cinemaa otherwise). The charge of elitism remained a perennial problem of the 
avant-gardee as their  audience was a segment that did not need to be won over  -
moree often than not, audience organisations from the avant-garde were preaching 
too the converted. Another  problem was the import restrictions and quotas put down 
byy the French legislation in order  to protect the domestic industry: in 1928 quota 
lawss endangered the Parisian specialised cinemas because foreign films no longer 
couldd be exhibited and the cinemas banded together  to be exempted from this 
law.57 7 

Thee Film Society in London, most probably the longest-living audience 
organisationn in interwar  Europe, was active for  14 seasons (1925-39) with 
normallyy eight events per  year  (only six performances during the last two seasons), 
showingg approximately 500 short and feature-length films in a total of 108 
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performances.. The first 4 seasons were presented at the New Gallery, the 
screeningss then moved to the Tivoli in 1929, and back to the New Gallery after 6 
seasonss in 1935 for the last 4 seasons.58 The successive moves testify to the 
growingg popularity in 1929 (the auditorium of the Tivoli was considerable larger) 
andd the later decline of spectator numbers. Of the films screened by the Film 
SocietySociety 23% were of British origin, 20% came from France and from Germany 
each,, 15% were American, and 7.5% were Soviet. A bit more than half of the 
presentedd films were silents (263 films), the other half was sound films (237 films); 
thee majority of films had not been shown before in England (312 films), while 
manyy shorts (137) were revivals, mostly comedy classics (Chaplin, slapstick). 
Soundd was obviously no reason for the downfall of the society as enough films 
couldd be found during the 1930s that were suitable for screening. The Film Society 
wass ultimately a bourgeois club as the membership fee (twenty-five shillings per 
season)) was too high for workers.59 The first programme on October 1925 
demonstratess quite well the variety of interests in the Film Society: This mix of 
filmss is typical for the audience organisations of these years, ranging from 
commerciall  art cinema with Paul Leni's WACHSFIGURENKABINETT (DE 1923) -
oftenn presented as reprises, thus pointing forward to the construction of a canon of 
classicall  works and the repertory cinema movement - to abstract films with Walter 
Ruttmann'ss LlCHTSPIELOPUS 2, 3, 4 (DE 1919-25), from the ever-popular Chaplin 
(CHAMPIONN CHARLIE, US 1916) and local heroes (Adrian Brunei's TYPICAL 
BUDGET,, GB 1925) to pre-war Westerns (How BRONCHO BILLY LEFT BEAR 
COUNTRY,, US 1912). Whereas some of the radical manifestoes read as if purely 
abstract,, »absolute« films were the sole diet, in fact the programmes were very 
muchh mixed in order to cater to the audience that was similarly diversified. 

Thee Film Society of London was quite decidedly unpolitical. This stance 
cann be gleaned from their programme notes: In the introduction to POTEMKIN no 
explicitt mention is made of revolution while censorship problems in the United 
Statess are allegedly motivated by the depiction of »several details of barbaric 
violence«« and the innovation of the film is seen in its »incitement to hysteria by 
meanss of rhythmic cutting«. Dziga Vertov's TRI PESNI O LENIN (SU 1934) is 
praisedd as an »emotional document of biography«c.60 The Society aimed at 
influencingg future productions, improving or educating the industry (this 
educationall  idea would a few years later inspire the British Film Institute) while the 
industryy in turn felt threatened. Yet, individuals who worked in the industry 
supportedd the actions of the Film Society either openly or secretly. Activities of the 
industryy and the avant-garde were not taking place in completely different and 
unconnectedd realms, but they were aware of each other, sometimes working with 
eachh other, sometimes locked together in a dialectical relationship. In this respect, 
thee term »alternative cinema culture« might be misleading as it is implying an 
alternativee to the conventional film industry. While film societies and avant-garde 
circless were in some ways proposing an alternative way of spectatorship, a 
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differentt  way of conceptualising the relationship between film and audience, there 
remainedd a lot of overlap between these two realms. 

Itt  is only retrospectively that the film societies and the avant-garde have 
beenn purified and reduced to a handful of formal experiments. Whereas today's list 
off  avant-garde classics is short and could be squeezed into 3 or  4 evenings of film 
presentationn (and indeed often is at cinematheques and film museums)*  the film 
societiess presented periodically programmes taking place regularly (normally once 
everyy month) over  years. Thus, it was a necessity to resort to commercial art 
cinema«61,, old Chaplin-films, documentary, scientific or  educational film . Film 
societiess had basically three options for  putting a programme together: Either  they 
couldd only meet at irregular  intervals (whenever  new films were available) or  they 
hadd to resort to older  films which had been shown before. A thir d option was the 
programmingg policy of the Dutch Filmliga  which had a didactic approach to 
programmingg with screening bits and pieces from older  films in order  to 
demonstratee specific points. While the first option led almost invariably to a 
processs of disintegration, the second was the most common option, yet it had the 
sidee effect of blurrin g the initia l opposition to ordinary cinema culture. This 
tendencyy led to an overlap with commercial cinemas and finally to art cinemas 
whichh took away the more lucrative films from the screening clubs. The choice of 
thee Filmliga  was only possible with a strong board pushing through their  agenda. 

Anotherr  criticism to the film societies has been put forward by British film 
criti cc C.J. Lejeune: She rejected film societies because she claimed that instead of 
closedd circuits one should try to bring the interesting films to conventional 
cinemas.. Lejeune thus objected to the creation of a closed-off ghetto for  film art 
withh a very limited public. Instead she proposed to address the whole audience and 
nott  just a small and intellectual part, turnin g many of the societies effectively into 
elitee clubs. Retrospectively, Ivor  Montagu of the Film Society in London agreed 
withh her, but pointed out that one had to take every small opportunity at the time.62 

Anotherr  criticism was directed against the unpolitical stance of many of the clubs. 
Inn many countries political film  organisations were founded as the result. For 
example,, the apolitical nature of the London Film Society partly motivated the 
foundingg of the Progressive Film Society with a more outspoken political agenda. 
AA similar  move can be discerned in France where the immensely successful Ciné-
clubclub Les amis de Spartacus under  the leadership of Léon Moussinac was having its 
successs as a decidedly political (read: communist) association. The amis de 
SpartacusSpartacus thus operated in opposition to the majorit y of ciné-clubs in France. The 
seedss for  the diversification in the 1930s were already planted in the late 1920s -
thosee different groups that gathered under  the avant-garde banner  could only be 
keptt  together  for  a limited period of time. 

Thee Dutch Filmliga  had perhaps one of the most regulatory board of 
directorss of international film societies: Older, pre-war  films were combined with 
avant-gardee classics, but also with quality art films to prove the superiority of 
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abstractt film art. The main proponent of this educational programming policy 
seemss to have been Menno ter Braak who put his theoretical convictions down in a 
bookk of film theory entitled consequently »Militant Cinema« and published in the 
keyy year 1929.63 The main asset of the Filmliga was the sheer variety of different 
films.. The aim of this policy was manifold: On the one hand, spectators should 
learnn to recognise the »superior quality« of avant-garde cinema; for that reason 
sometimess sequences from commercial feature films were presented, discussed and 
commentedd upon.64 Comparing and contrasting were according to Gunning the key 
ingredientss of the Filmliga-programming. Furthermore, Amsterdam presented 
manyy films that are by now classics of art cinema: F.W. Murnau's NOSFERATU 
(DEE 1921), C.T. Dreyer's LA PASSION DE JEANNE D'ARC (FR 1928), or Russian 
montagee films. 

Thee German context was characterised by political fights, but also by 
frictionss with the commercial film industry. Already the first event organised by 
thee Volksfilmverband ran into difficulties when the film industry put pressure on 
thee director of the meeting place, the Berlin cinema Capitol, to resign (which he did 
not)) in order to stop the VFV from their first public outing.65 This event on 26 
Februaryy 1928 boasted two programmatic addresses by Heinrich Mann and Béla 
Balasz66,, a montage of snippets from newsreels and features entitled WAS WIR 
WOLLENN - WA S WIR NICHT WOLLEN (DE 1928, Béla Baldsz, Albrecht Viktor 
Blum).. A short film by Ernst Angel and Albrecht Viktor Blum, ZEITBERICHT -
ZEITGESICHTT (DE 1928), was stopped by censorship.67 The main feature of the 
eveningg was Vsevolod Pudovkin's KONEC SANKT-PETERBURGA (SU 1926).68 The 
initiall  planning called for regional differentiation with the German capital as the 
figurefigure head: In Berlin, a cinema should be acquired for premieres already before 
autumnn of 1928, a plan that did not come to fruition.69 Some reports written by 
Rudolff  Schwarzkopf, secretary of the German Volksfilmverband, bear further 
witnesss to difficulties faced by this film society. An event in the spring of 1928, 
onlyy shortly after the founding of the organisation, was scheduled to feature G.W. 
Pabstt as a speaker on censorship followed by a screening of his DIE LIEBE DER 

JEANNEE NEY (DE 1927). Yet, the film industry was able to block the screening of 
thee film which was not yet »abgespielt«, i.e. it was still being shown in a 
considerablee number of commercial cinemas. Even though Pabst supported the 
screeningscreening of his film and gave a lecture, the organisors were not able to obtain the 
filmfilm  for a presentation and had to show another feature instead. Quite ironically, 
Pabstt found himself some years later in the jurisdical argument around the 
adaptationn of DIE 3-GROSCHEN-OPER (DE 1930), more or less on the other side of 
thiss debate. As the film producers and distributors owned the rights to the films 
legally,, even the directors were powerless against the copyright held by the 
industrialists.. This incident also demonstrated that the industry perceived the film 
societiess as a threat to their domination of the film market. After this experience, 
thee organisers chose to change their tactics: neither press nor industry were 
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informedd about the screening of Eisenstein OKTJABR' (SU 1927) in order to avoid 
»unangenehmee und schadliche Polemik. [...] Überhaupt wollen wir in nachster Zeit 
mehrr im stillen werben und wirken, und erst an die breite Öffentlichkeit 
herantreten,, wenn unsere Vorbereitungen entsprechend weit gediehen sein 
werden.«700 As the industry lobby proved to be very strong in Germany, the 
VolksfilmverbandVolksfilmverband decided to start by building up an organisation more or less 
secretlyy before facing the confrontation with the strong industrialists. Distributors, 
producerss and cinema owners alike attempted to block activities of the institution: 
thee society publicly complained about (politically motivated) unfair prices and 
behaviourr by various cinema owners in medium-sized German cities which forced 
thee VFV to switch to multi-purpose spaces in pubs, restaurants or union halls.71 

Whereverr possible the Volksfilmverband asked artists and technicians 
involvedd in the production to give an introduction to their films. Moreover, the 
didacticc technique of showing extracts from different films appears to have been 
widespread.. The difference is crucial: while screening films in its entirety meant a 
focuss on the aesthetic value of the work as a whole, the presentation of clips put the 
focuss strongly on education because these parts needed presentations and 
explanations,, both regarding their placement within the wider context of the film 
andd concerning the question why they had been selected for screening. A typical 
programmee would look like this: »Gut gewahlte und geschnittene Teile« from three 
filmsfilms directed by Vsevolod Pudovkin, MATJ (SU 1926), KONEC SANKT-
PETERSBURGAA (SU 1926), POTOMOK ClNGIS-HANA (SU 1928), and parts of 
ZEMUAA  W PLENU (SU 1928, Fedor Ozep). Not only Pudovkin attended the 
screening,, but also Ozep, MATJ-actress Vera Baranovskaia and cameraman Anatoli 
Golownja.722 Less than three weeks later, the same organisation presented at the 
samee cinema a programme of educational and scientific films (Kulturfilme), 
selectedd and introduced by Dr. Edgar BeyfuB who worked for the Ufa at the time. 
Accordingg to contemporary sources the programme attempted to give the audience 
ann overview of film production: »dem Publikum einen Einblick in die so vielseitige 
Materiee der Filmherstellung zu geben«.73 The main feature, DIE WUNDER DES 
FILMSS (DE 1928, Edgar BeyfuB), consists of three parts: it first shows how 
traveloguess are being made, next the problems faced when making animal 
documentariess and the third part deals with trick technique within educational 
cinema.. Aesthetic appreciation and artistic innovation takes second position behind 
thee educational impetus of the film programmes. Especially the politically 
motivatedd institutions, often aimed at die working class, gravitated towards a 
didacticc and educational approach. The implicit model here is cinema as a means of 
teaching,, yet again in an avant-garde logic these two elements are inseparably 
intertwined.. The aesthetically motivated societies by contrast, usually with a 
bourgeoiss audience, were oriented towards the artistic value of works of art and 
theirr model was the gallery or the museum. Consequently, the film is either a tool 
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forr understanding the world differently or it is an end in itself when contemplated 
inn the disinterested mode of art appreciation. 

3.33 Peak Years 1928-1931 
DerDer Hebe Gott moge den Unglaubigen ein sichtbarlich Zeichen 

gebengeben und der >Kamera< ein ganzseitiges Inserat an seinem Himmel 
spendieren,spendieren, damit das Publikum in Scharen herbeiströme. 

RudolfRudolf Arnheim (1928)74 

Whilee the movement of film societies evolved slowly but steadily over the 1920s 
theree was a sudden upsurge and boom of film societies in the time between 1928 
andd 1931 followed by a slow tapering off of activities, interest, and attendance over 
thee course of the 1930s. Despite a still large amount of activity as well as a 
continuouss high number of screenings a steep drop in visibility and public interest 
characterisess the early 1930s which continued, albeit in a slower form, all through 
thee 1930s. After looking at the years in which the interest peaked I will turn in the 
nextt parts to sectors such as archiving and film in national lif e where some of the 
avant-gardee energy migrated and proliferated in the course of the 1930s. In keeping 
withh the metaphor of the network, my focus wil l be on the flow and distribution of 
energy:: around 1929/30 the film avant-garde generated support, interest and, from 
thosee that felt threatened by a possible changing status quo, hostility. For a brief 
momentt the cinema became the rallying point for those interested in political, 
sociall  and cultural transformations through the means of modern media. 

Withh the boom of film societies, France again led the way with Léon 
Moussinac'ss organisation Les amis de Spartacus which was only active for eight 
monthss from March to November 1928. The organisation managed to gather an 
impressivee number of members, something in between 8.000 and 80.000 across the 
wholee of France. Moussinac himself reports of 20,000 subscribers in the capital 
alone.755 The club was able to achieve its explosive growth because of a clear 
profilee - Les amis de Spartacus concentrated on exhibiting Soviet films prohibited 
byy French censorship - and good promotion work with press screenings and 
publicity.. Even though their agenda was political and revolutionary, their approach 
wass democratic (i.e. decidedly anti-elitist) and they wanted to show »tous les films, 
nouveauxx ou anciens, interdits ou non, exprimant des beautés ou des vérités 
techniques,, artistiques, idéologiques ou éducatives«.76 The subscription price was 5 
francss per month and the first session took place on 12 April 1928 with the 
documentaryy LA VIE SOUS-MARINE (FR 1927, Jean Painlevé) and Sergei 
Eisenstein'ss BRONENOSEZ »POTEMKIN« (SU 1925).77 Retrospective reasoning 
disagreess whether the club's activities were discontinued for political (anti-
communist)) or for economic reasons (pressure of cinema owners and film 
distributorss who feared the powerful competition). In any case, Paris*  infamous 
chieff  of police, Jean Chiappe, prohibited further activities. Possibly, bom economic 
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andd political fears contributed to the mounting pressure on the decision makers that 
eventuallyy led to the closure of Les amis de Spartacus. At the time, conservative 
politicianss were worried about communist activities which were being combated 
withh great force in France and the film  industry feared that a new competitor  would 
groww too large, thus starting to be a real threat. Similar  incidents of exhibitors 
puttingg pressure on film societies were known from Berlin and Zurich: as already 
mentioned,, Pabst was on one occasion not able to present his own film  because the 
distributo rr  owning the rights would not give him clearance while in Switzerland 
cinemaa owners used their  monopoly over  screening spaces to form a trust and 
blockk out events organised by alternative organisations for  fear  of losing audience 
too these organisations (see below). The industry seems to have grown wary and 
anxiouss of alternative cinema circuits by the end of the 1920s in France, Germany, 
Switzerland,, the Netherlands and England.. As long as the film  societies were small 
circless of artists and intellectuals they did not pose any danger  politicall y or 
economically,, but on the verge of a mass movement the conservative powers grew 
waryy of their  forces. The conservative fear  of masses as susceptible to influence by 
masss media as well as the economic danger  of a rising competitor  contributed to 
thee problems faced by film  societies. 

Onee of the clearest signs of the success of the movement - the installation 
off  permanent exhibition outlets and specialised cinemas in Paris, London, 
Amsterdam,, Berlin and other  places - illustrates the fli p side of success: how a 
movementt  was partly brought down by its own achievements. The three Parisian 
pioneers,, Vieux Colombier, Studio des Ursulines and Studio 28, proved to be so 
successfull  that they either  opened secondary houses for  outsourcing their 
programmess - like Jean Tedesco who repeated the programmes from the Vieux 
ColombierColombier at the Pavilion du cinéma from early 1927 to the summer of 192878 - or 
thatt  they motivated outsiders to start their  own repertory cinema like the Ciné-
Latin,Latin, the Salle des Agriculteurs, L'Oeil de Paris or  the Studio Diamant. Contrary 
too Richard Abel's claim mat »[o]f the specialized cinemas, only two survived 
beyondd 1930«79, a second boom of repertory cinemas is detectable in the early 
1930s.. Indeed, there was a short drop in specialised cinemas in early 1930, yet 
alreadyy later  that year, in October  1930, the new Studio de Paris opened in 
Montparnassee with a repertory programme.80 Due to a change in legislation which 
allowedd the presentation of foreign films outside the strict quota laws if no more 
thann five Parisian and provincial cinemas were screening them, avant-garde 
cinemass again multiplied in the early 1930s. This led to another  crisis in the winter 
off  1932 when no less than 17 cinemas were screening films under  the label »avant-
garde«.. Mostly, these cinemas screened original (sound) versions of foreign films 
andd foreshadowed today's practice in which some Parisian cinemas present original 
versions,, the others dubbed in French.81 By early 1933 a number  of those 
specialisedd exhibition outlets had already closed down due to lack of suitable films 
andd overscreening.82 
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Englandd had a veritable boom of film societies in 1929: The Film Society 
off  London was initially presenting films at the New Gallery, an auditorium 
countingg 1,400 seats; in November 1929 the Society moved to the Tivoli , seating 
2,000-3,0000 spectators, because the number of members had increased 
dramaticallyy and could not be fitted into the original venue. Further societies in 
Edinburgh,, Yorkshire, and Glasgow were also founded that year. On the local level 
theree were a number of other film societies at the time.83 On 28 October 1929 the 
LondonLondon Workers' Film Society was founded in London, screening on its first 
gatheringg Victor Turin's TURKSBB (SU 1929), the English version was translated 
andd prepared by John Grierson, a pivotal figure between avant-garde, documentary 
andd political lobby work.84 The organisation quickly spread throughout the country 
withh local chapters in Liverpool, Manchester, Edinburgh and other places. In fact, a 
FederationFederation of Workers' Film Societies had been set up simultaneously with the 
Londonn chapter, so a nation-wide network was conceptualised from the beginning. 
Quitee different from the humble beginnings with local networks of acquaintances 
andd friends gathering, by 1929 organisations were starting off on the national level. 
Thee Federation was offering advice for founding and running a society, it provided 
filmss and legal assistance. The Film Society was considered by contemporary left-
wingg activists as too bourgeois, stuffy and politically conservative as it attracted 
mainlyy affluent intellectuals and wealthy liberals. Moreover, the membership fee 
wass so high as to practically exclude workers. As a result the Film Society had an 
exclusivelyexclusively bourgeois-intellectual membership base, a fact not lost on 
contemporaryy observers on the other side of the divide. When workers' clubs 
wantedd to screen Soviet revolutionary cinema, they were not allowed to, yet the 
FilmFilm Society got permission as the censorship board considered the audience less 
dangerouss and less inclined to be overwhelmed by the revolutionary message.85 

Thiss fairly straight and incisive division between a aesthetically minded and 
bourgeoiss Film Society preoccupied with film as art and a politically oriented 
Workers'Workers' Film Society interested in film as a political weapon was strongest in 
England.. Perhaps it is this strong demarcation line that led Peter Wollen to propose 
the,, in my opinion, problematic notions of »two avant-gardes«, one formalist-
aestheticistt and one political-radical.86 This distinction could possibly be argued for 
England,, but it breaks down when transferred to France, the Netherlands, Germany 
orr the Soviet Union. Even in England, an individual like Ivor Montagu could easily 
crosss the lines between aesthetic and political transformation, further putting this 
distinctionn into doubt. 

Thee Workers' Film Society was close to worker's associations and party 
politics,, similar to the situation in Germany.87 Indeed, the Federation and its 
activitiess could have been modelled on the VFV and the French equivalent Les 
amisamis de Spartacus. In September 1930 chapters were active in London, Bradford, 
Edinburgh,, Glasgow, Manchester/Salford, Cardiff and Liverpool. As class 
divisionss and censorship was especially strong in England, the society ran into 
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constantt  trouble with renting cinemas as well as with booking film. Lik e Les amis 
dede Spartacus a film club geared towards a working class audience was deemed 
muchh more dangerous than a bourgeois association primaril y interested in film art. 
Anotherr  initiativ e was the Progressive Film Institute which was a commercial 
organisationn occupied with political cinema. The PFI  was not a film society in the 
strictestt  sense (it was not an audience institution gathering members for  film 
screenings),, but rather  a company active in the alternative sector  which ventured 
intoo production and developed a distributio n organisation in the 1930s, parallel 
withh Kino, a commercial distributor  specialising in Soviet films and working 
almostt  exclusively in 16mm. The PFI  was mainly directed against the Film Society 
andd the British Film Institute which was beginning to soak up much energy by the 
earlyy to mid-1930s88 while the London Film Society had coagulated into a wholly 
bourgeoiss club for  screening »quality art« film.  The PFI  also ventured into 
productionn and is in some respects rather  related to the cinema practice of 
Münzenberg'ss media empire or  the French front populaire than to the film  club-
movementt  of the 1920s. The board of directors was made up of »[m]ensen, die 
aktieff  waren in wat men de Volksfrontbeweging kan noemen: in akties tegen 
Hitler ,, tegen Franco, voor  het Vredesfront, voordat de oorlog begon.«89 By the 
mid-1930ss film had been accepted in wide circles as a respected cultural and 
artisti cc form as well as an important medium for  propaganda. Consequently, 
cinemaa would take an important position in political activism as the fight for  the 
recognitionn of film  had been won already. 

AA telling incident is Ivor  Montagu's resignation from the council of the 
FilmFilm  Society in November  1929: The drivin g force behind the emergence of this 
organisationn had in the meantime become involved in the Workers' Film Society 
andd he felt that these two engagements could or  would lead to a clash of interests.90 

Montaguu later  also became a key figure in the activities of the PFI. By 1929, in 
Englandd the rift  between an aesthetic and bourgeois institution like the Film Society 
whichh aimed at »influencing futur e productions« (reformist in a way similar  to 
Grierson'ss filmmakin g practice) and an openly political and activist film 
associationn had become glaringly obvious. The aporias of the avant-gardes broke 
intoo the open: Is film first  and foremost an art form or  a political instrument, is it 
movingg towards abstraction and technical study or  towards engagement and agit-
prop?? While I the notion of »two avant-gardes« is too rigid  and strict because there 
neverr  was a clear  line to draw between the two, it is interesting to note that this 
divisionn between a political left and an aesthetic left was openly played out in the 
Germann magazine Filmkritik  in the 1960s or  between Cahiers du cinéma and 
Positif.Positif. The postwar  cinephiles (Filmkritik  was the closest Germany ever  got to an 
equivalentt  of Cahiers du cinéma) replayed an opposition and debate that could be 
tracedd back to the 1920s and 1930s, yet that only emerged forcefully after  the 
Secondd World War.91 
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Whereass the British situation was characterised by divisions and rifts  into 
manyy different groups and interests, the Netherlands in contrast showed a more 
unifiedd image with the Filmliga  giving a frame and context to most alternative 
cinemaa events. In fact, this had its advantages - being able to work from a steady 
basee with at least some security provided by the good organisation - but also its 
drawbackss - the opinion of the Amsterdam board clashed several times with local 
chapterss who were less »pure« and more inclined towards »quality entertainment« 
orr  »art cinema«. The screening context of the Filmliga  modelled itself on a 
laboratoryy with the films as the experiments. While in France a passionate 
cinephiliaa gave room for  subjective and irrationa l affection for  obscure objects the 
FilmligaFilmliga  was very sober  in its chosen objects of worship. Menno ter  Braak as the 
ideologicall  head of the Filmliga  and as the most outspoken and rhetorically versed 
proponentt  of formal experiments and abstractions influenced the screening policy 
considerably.. By 1929, the Filmliga  had grown into a nation-wide organisation 
withh 9 departments in different cities, touring that year  with 8 large film 
programmess from city to city, publishing a monthly film magazine, and invitin g 
famouss guests from abroad (in 1929 and 1930 the guests were: René Clair , Jean 
Mauclairr  of Studio 28 in Paris, Sergei Eisenstein, Hans Richter, Charles 
Dekeukelaire). . 

Audiencee organisations, specialised cinemas, distributio n circuits, 
publicationn to back up the various activities, meetings and conferences among the 
keyy players - a veritable network to support the avant-garde was in place. In 1929, 
onn 9 November, the Filmliga opened a cinema of their  own in Amsterdam: De 
UitkijkUitkijk  which was modelled on the three Parisian precursors, the Vieux Colombier, 
thee Studio des Ursulines, and the Studio 28. For  the opening show in De Uitkijk 
Joriss Ivens' short film HEIEN (NL 1929) was followed by Carl Theodor  Dreyer's 
LAA PASSION DE JEANNE D'ARC (FR 1928). The cinema Die Kamera was opened in 
Berlinn at the boulevard Unter den Linden the same year, as the fift h art hourse or 
avant-gardee theatre in Europe.92 For  a while the Kamera was partly state-funded 
withh subsidies from the city, the radio association and the cultural ministry , but the 
ambitiouss plans failed in 1932.93 

Inn Germany, the Volksfilmverband evolved quickly into a mass organisation: 
Inn March 1928, one month after  its official inauguration, the association already 
boastedd more than 30 payment offices in the capital Berlin alone where members 
couldd acquire tickets or  the magazine Film und Volk. Divisions of the society were 
activee in Hamburg and Frankfurt 94 while chapters in Dresden, Leipzig and Breslau 
(today::  Wroclaw) were in the process of being founded. The organisation 
concentratedd on recruitin g members in large companies among the working class 
wheree sympathisers should be installed as go-betweens who would then promote 
activelyy the membership in these organisations. This methods was close to political 
party-workk or  to trade union activities, again pointing to the proximit y of the 
initiative ss in Germany to party politics. Further  plans of the VFV include open-air 
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screeningss in the boroughs of Wedding and Friedrichshain, traditional living 
quarterss of the working class in Berlin.95 

Inn the end of 1929, the Volksfilmverband fiir Filmkunst boasted impressive 
numbers:: it had evolved into 14 groups in Berlin (with 62 payment offices) and 33 
inn other cities. 6000 members were listed for Berlin, 1500 in Hamburg, 3000 in 
Breslauu and chapters in Dresden, Leipzig, Munich, Niirnberg, Erfurt, Chemnitz, 
Offenbach,, Frankfurt, and other cities. In November 1929 a report stated that the 
VFVV had organised 730 film evenings during the year in different parts of the 
countryy and that 32 film programmes were at that time on tour through different 
citiess and regions throughout Germany. While initial plans had called for running 
itss own cinemas, just like the Filmliga did in Amsterdam with De Uitkijk, the 
trajectoryy and aim had changed: 

Keinee hochtrabenden Produktionsplane - sondern 
Umstellung g 
auff  praktisch realisierbare Plane, 
Verstarkungg der Arbeit unter den werktatigen Filmfreunden, 
aktivererr Kampf gegen Filmreaktion und Filmschund, die gerade jetzt in 
Hochkunjunkturr stenen.97 

Thiss shift of focus, away from the initial drive towards vertical integration and 
insteadd oriented towards a more direct political engagement with the film industry 
characterisess the development of the VFV in the few years of its existence. 
Understoodd as an abandonment of avant-garde ideals this move supported the 
growingg influence of the political battles of the late Weimar Republic. The cinema 
wass increasingly functionalised in this conflict. The publication organ of the 
institutionn was a monthly magazine entitled Film und Volk which only survived 2 
yearss before fusing with the left-wing theatre magazine Arbeiterbühne in 1930 to 
becomee Arbeiterbühne und Film; publication of this new combined magazine 
endedd already a year later in 1931 due to economic problems. In 1931 the VFV 
joinedd the communist Interessensgemeinschaft fiir Arbeiterkultur {IfA - Interest 
groupp for workers' culture), a cultural umbrella organisation under the direct 
influencee of the KPD, thus giving up its independent status. It appears as if the 
biggerr organisation IfA swallowed the VFV, due possibly to in-fighting within the 
communistt party about the strategy to follow and the general strategies advanced 
byy the Comintern. Some local chapters of the VFV were active even after the 
officiall  merger such as the group around Will i Bredel in Hamburg while Friedrich 
Wolff  kept a communist-oriented film society going until the winter of 1932/33 in 
Stuttgartt when he had to flee Germany and went to Moscow for exile. 

Attemptss to stimulate grass-roots activities (discussions of films, amateur 
filmfilm  production) came fairly late in Germany and their success has to be gauged 
ambivalently.. The Volksfilmverband was on the one hand very successful as it 
couldd build upon a solid organisational base within the communist party and its 
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numerouss affiliations and association in its vicinity. On the other hand, this 
proximityy to party politics also proved to be a problem as the VFV was far too 
muchh entangled in ideological battles to be able to form a real group feeling 
beyondd its political objectives such as the Filmliga in the Netherlands. For 
example,, the VFV agitated against LOHNBUCHHALTER KREMKE (DE 1930, Marie 
Harder)) and other films produced by the socialdemocratic party SPD instead of 
tryingg to integrate all reform-oriented left-wing forces like it was later done by the 
Frenchh front populaire. The VFV thus followed strictly the course laid out by the 
communistt international which had in the early 1930s identified the social 
democratss as its main enemy and competitor. Likewise, the socialdemocrats, led by 
theirr newspaper Vorwarts, agitated against the Volksfilmverband arguing that it 
wass a communist organisation disguised as a cultural institution above party 
politics.. The direction within the organisation appears to have been contradictory 
att first. In the same issue of the magazine Film und Volk in March/April 1928 two 
articless argue for a contrary position vis-a-vis the social democrats. Arthur 
Hollitscherr describes the evolution of the VFV and polemicises against 
socialdemocratss and trade unions when he recalls meetings with them: »...ja es 
kamm sogar gelegentlich zu gemeinsamen Beratungen mit den Vertretern der 
Gewerkschaftenn und der Bildungsausschüsse der SPD. - bald aber versank alles im 
bewuBtenn lethargischen Schlaf...«". In the same issue Heinrich Mann, the president 
off  the society, took a different stance and argued in favour of a popular front in the 
cinemaa sector: 

Derr >Volksverband fur Filmkunst< ist links gerichtet, aber parteipolitisch neutral. Er 
willl  die Volksbewegung gegen den schlechten, unwahren und reaktionaren Film 
zusammenfassen.. Diese Volksbewegung schlieBt alle fortschrittlichen Elemente ein, 
einerleii  welcher politischen Partei sie angehören.100 

Thiss tension between a popular front and the conscious intensification of the 
conflictt between communists and socialdemocrats characterised the organisation in 
itss few years of existence. Even a liberal trade paper like the Film-Kurier voiced its 
scepticismm that the VFV was either a camouflage organisation of the communists or 
runn by untalented and embittered screenwriters eager to take revenge on their more 
successfull  colleagues.101 

Thee original plans of the VFV - like most of the audience organisations -
pointedd towards vertical integration: The plan amounted to nothing less than a 
regularr production of films, the acquisition of first-run houses, the installation of a 
distributionn network with a pre-existing audience as subscribers and/or members, 
alll  supported by publications and regular public events. In practice, the main 
activityy remained the publication of a magazine and the setting up of film 
programmess which would then tour through local chapters. Often, these screenings 
weree related to political campaigns and topics of the day such as the collecting of 
moneyy for the Soviet workers in 1924/25 undertaken by the IAH102 or the strike 
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againstt the building of battleships in autumn 1928. Yet, a summary report on the 
historyy of the VFV from a official socialist point-of-view (written in East Germany) 
givess the organisation as the model of a popular cultural front: 

Diee Fronten werden durch die Losung abgesteckt: »Der Feind steht rechts - auch der 
Filmfeind!«« Dank dieser nationalen Konzeption war es möglich, eine so breite 
demokratischee Front von Kommunisten bis zur Deutschen Demokratischen Partei, 
zumindestt ihrem linken Flügel, zu schaffen. Damit wurde der VFV - bei aller 
gebotenerr Vorsicht eines solchen Vergleichs und bei aller Keimhaftigkeit und dem 
speziellenn Charakter - zu einer Art Modell einer Volksfront auf kulturellem 
Gebiet.104 4 

Whilee this might have been true for the first months of the organisation, as time 
wentt by in the 1930s the VFV became more and more an instrument in the hands of 
thee Comintern, when the cinema was subordinated to politics. Further evidence 
suggestss that a cinema in the center of Berlin screened »proletarian« films at least 
forr some months in the summer of 1932, named adequately the 
Dreigroschenkino.Dreigroschenkino.105105 Yet, it remains unclear if this cinema was in any way related 
too the VFV. 

Inn Germany, besides the political initiatives from the left, a number of 
associationss were active around 1930, the most important of which was the 
DeutscheDeutsche Liga fur den unabhangigen Film (»German League for Independent 
Film«)) which was rallying on behalf of independent films and censored film. The 
associationn was founded on 14 May 1930 by Hans Richter, Mies van der Rohe, 
Astaa Nielsen, Lotte Reiniger, Walter Ruttmann, Hans Feld, Paul Hindemith and 
others.1066 On the surface its ideas were quite similar to that of the 
Volksfilmverband,Volksfilmverband, yet it was further removed from party politics and run by artists 
andd intellectuals (with a socialist, communist or broadly liberal orientation 
nevertheless).. This association linked itself to ideas from the La Sarraz meeting 
wheree the establishment of a transnational network of film clubs was planned, 
turningg the Deutsche Liga effectively into the German branch of the La Sarraz-
network,, presenting film programmes in some German cities. At least six German 
citiess had local groups: Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Essen, Hannover.107 

Att the conference in La Sarraz it was decided to form such a network took place in 
Septemberr 1929 while the founding meeting in Berlin took place 8 months later, in 
Mayy 1930. Why it took such a long time for the German branch even to come into 
existencee is not clear from available source material. The first trace of activities is 
too be found in Munich where the institution of a local chapter is inaugurated on 22 
Mayy 1930 with a lecture by Hans Richter and the screening of short films.108 The 
firstt public activity of the Deutsche Liga in the German capital seems to have taken 
placee another five months later and more than a year after La Sarraz, on 16 
Novemberr 1930 at the Rote Mühle in Berlin-Halensee.109 While the VFV 
concentratedd its activities on the Eastern boroughs with a largely working class 
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populationn (Neukölln, Wedding, Kreuzberg, Friedrichshain), the Deutsche Liga 
chosee the rather ritzy and bourgeois Berlin West. After a programmatic statement 
byy Richter who asked for the activation of the audience in order to support the 
productionn of a different kind of film the main part of the evening was devoted to 
talkss by Bertolt Brecht, Kurt Weill and their lawyer Otto Joseph about the 3-
GROSCHEN-OPER.. In the second half of this first event Man Ray's L'ETOILE DE 
MERR (FR 1928) and three acts of Dovzenko's ZEMLJA (SU 1930, EARTH) were 
screened.. The Deutsche Liga was more aesthically oriented and minded than the 
VFVVFV which had a clear political agenda - Man Ray's surrealist film would have not 
interestedd the communist-oriented association and even Dovzenko is probably the 
leastt outspokenly political filmmaker from the Soviet innovators. Announcements 
forr further events were made: a debate between Richter and Asta Nielsen on the 
rolee of acting and montage in cinema and the screening of MEHANIKA 
GOLOVNOGOO MOZGA (SU 1925, Vsevolod Pudovkin). Yet, even the society had a 
broadd aesthetic orientation political issues intervened here, as is already visible in 
thee fight of Brecht and Weill against the production company Nero over the 
ownershipp of a mass produced cultural commodity such as the film based upon 
Brecht'ss and Weill's play. On the other side of the rift were not captains of 
industry,, but two intellectuals and film artists who were also considered to be left-
wing:: the scriptwriter Bela" Batósz and the director G.W. Pabst.110 The association 
hadd segments in other places as well, Liga-programmes were seen at least in 
Frankfurt/Mainn and Breslau (today: Wroclaw). Thomas Tode claims that the Liga 
developedd towards vertical integration: »in kleinem Rahmen entwickelt sie sich zu 
einerr kritischen Besucherorganisation mit intelligenten Programmen und einem 
bescheidenenn Vertriebssystem mit Ligafilmen«1H, yet few traces remain of the 
activitiess of the association outside Berlin. 

Anotherr related project materialised in Frankfurt: The Bund Das Neue 
FrankfurtFrankfurt was founded as a progressive artistic-political union of artists and 
craftsmenn (architects, writers, visuals artists). Avant-gardistically minded 
intellectualss like city planner Ernst May and architect Mart Stam were involved, in 
chargee of the film programmes was from 1931 onwards Ella Bergmann-Michel 
resultingg in her own film work (5 films between 1931 and 1933).112 The enterprise 
hadd begun as Arbeitsgemeinschaft Jur Unabhangigen Film on 26 March 1931 
formingg a part of the Liga fur Unabhangigen Film and thus linked to the La Sarraz-
impulsee as well. Actually, Bergmann-MicheFs continuation of this film-club work 
afterr World War Two was an important impulse for the film culture of Franfurt. 
Theree are also indications that Frankfurt was the second German city to boast a 
cinemaa specialised in avant-garde and independent films: the Kurbel which opened 
onn 26 November 1931 was affiliated with the Berlin Kamera. It was planned to 
screenn classics from the repertory, new avant-garde films and act as the homebase 
forr the film club with lecturers and discussions.113 Thomas Elsaesser has analysed 
thee architectural films developed within the context of the Bund Das neue 
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FrankfurtFrankfurt  as being just one element of a Medienverbund114 - only in connection to 
thee whole of the activities do the films make sense, considering them without any 
connectionn to the overall strategy employed in order  to win a public over  would rob 
themm of the context necessary for  understanding them. 

Frankfur tt  had many connections to the Soviet Union: Not only did Ernst 
Mayy leave Frankfur t for  Magnigotorsk in 1931, but also Soviet filmmakers visited 
thee film club several times. Dziga Vertov paid a visit to the Frankfur t film club on 
233 June 1929 showing CELOVEK S KINOAPPARATO M (SU 1929). Vertov was on his 
wayy to the Werkbund-exhibition in Stuttgart as the Soviet delegate.115 Plans for  a 
Vertovv film  in Frankfur t on new architecture (especially flats for  workers) were 
discussedd during his stay but do not come to fruition ; yet, Ella Bergmann-Michel 
madee photographic studies to prepare the project. On 3 May 1931 Joris Ivens 
presentedd REGEN (NL 1929) and ZUIDERSEE (NL 1930) in Frankfurt ; it is Ivens 
whoo suggested to Ella Bergmann-Michel to buy a used Kinamo-handcamera from 
Clairenoree Stinnes which she had used for  her  film tour  around the world. This tour 
resultedd in her fil m CLAIRENORE STINNES - IM AUTO DURCH ZWEI WELTEN (DE 
1929).. Vertov returned to Frankfur t on 4 October  1931 with ENTUZIJASZM on his 
secondd European tour. The next matinee took place on 15 November  1931 with 
Jeann Dréville's AUTOUR DE L*ARGENT (FR 1928), Germaine Dulac's LA 
COQUILL EE ET LE CLERGYMA N (FR 1927), Alberto Cavalcanti's LA P'TITE LILI E 
(FRR 1927/28), and two Hans Richter  films, ALLES DREHT SICH, ALLES BEWEGT 
SICHH (DE 1929) and HÜTE FLffiGEN (DE 1927/28; commonly known as 
VORMITTAGSSPUK) .. Furthermore, the Frankfur t group held soirees with talks of 
importantt  figures on documentary film  or  »quality film«, but also famous guests 
lik ee Rudolf Arnheim or  Guido Bagier. 

Inn all of these developments in different centers across Western Europe 
somee factors deserve attention: the films had to be available, the chance to watch 
olderr  films had to be given in order  for  a film  culture to evolve. Unlike books 
whichh are more easily accessible, mobile and reproducable, film  in its material 
formm as a conveyor  of visual information was quite unpractical. A film  is expensive 
too reproduce and to move physically and it is prone to damage and destruction 
whenn used. For  big commercial films with dozens or  even hundreds of existing 
copiess this potential threat did not matter  much, yet for  an avant-garde film  of 
whichh often only one or  two copies were in existence the possibility of damage and 
destructionn was serious. The proliferatio n of Soviet trade agencies, backlists of 
distributors ,, directors travelling with their  personal print of a film  to introduce it 
ledd to a higher  visibilit y and circulation of film  art that seemed to have acquired a 
criticall  mass by 1929. The late 1920s had seen an ever  increasing mobilit y in most 
sectorss of society; for  the film  societies it meant that distributio n of films increased 
andd that a number  of filmmakers would travel to major  cities, lecture, present films, 
takee part in promotional activity and maybe even shoot films abroad. The 
apotheosiss of these grand tours is Sergei Eisenstein's extended voyage to Europe 
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andd the US in the early 1930s. The Soviet film had enjoyed an unprecedented 
successs all over Western Europe in the second half of the 1920s and was a decisive 
influencee on the initiatives mentioned here.116 In these years, through international 
exchangee and travel the small group of famous avant-garde filmmakers (one could 
evenn speak of a star system here) would make and present films basically where 
theyy wanted to. Invariably they were asked to do industrial films on symbols of a 
modernisationn process (travel, technology, medicine, modern factories). 

Anotherr sign of the growing success and proliferation of bottom-up 
screeningg organisations can be seen in different manuals and how-to-guides to 
filmmaking.. In one of the central organs of the film avant-garde, Close Up, 
Winifredd Bryher ran a loose series of articles giving hints and ideas how one could 
improvee the standard of the local cinema programme, start a film society, obtain 
films,films, attract like-minded cinéphiles, and in general support independent cinema.117 

Inn Germany, the bottom-up theatre society Volksbühne published a manual on 
runningg a film club.118 Moreover, in many of the forums and magazines of the 
avant-gardee one can find advertisements not only by distributors, but also 
increasinglyy by hardware manufacturers for projectors and cameras as the film 
societiess were discovered as a niche market that nevertheless had reached a 
considerablee size around 1930. 

Evenn though I have concentrated on »the cities of modernism« with the nodes 
Amsterdamm / Rotterdam, Berlin, London, and Paris, a couple of other places also 
deservee mention because similar patterns of emergence and development can also 
bee found for other European countries. My concentration on a Western European 
contextt results from the fact that the activities were most intense here, that co-
operationn was strongest and that the core of the European film avant-garde of the 
1920ss operated within the major metropolitan centres like Paris, Berlin, London, 
andd Amsterdam / Rotterdam. Thus, passing over more peripheral places should not 
implyy that they do not have significance, but it rather means that for reasons of 
spacee and time I have consciously limited myself to central nodes. In fact, the 
peripheryy has a similar development to the one sketched here, yet on the whole less 
intense. . 

Belgiumm followed the examples set in the French periphery and its network 
becamee a part of the French circles. The critic Albert Valentin founded a ciné-club 
inn 1926 in Brussels at the Palais des beaux-arts119, directorship was taken over by 
Carll  Vincent the following year.120 Elsewhere in Belgium, at Ostende, a »club du 
cinéma«« was founded in 1928 which pioneered late night events weekly screening 
fromm 11 at night to half past twelve films by Louis Delluc, Lupu Pick, Man Ray, 
Robertt Wiene, Alberto Cavalcanti, René Clair, Marcel L'Herbier.121 These clubs 
becamee part of a nationwide network that also spawned Liège, Antwerp, Ghent and 
Leuvenn - the Belgium network was modelled on French examples and closely 
connectedd to France.122 This national association, the Club du Cinéma, which 
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managedd to keep up operation for  some years well into the 1930s was biased 
towardss the artistic-aesthetic side of the avant-garde123 while the socialists also 
tookk an active interest in cinema matters, especially in the course of the 1930s.124 

Inn Switzerland, alternative distributio n and exhibition came somewhat 
later,, at a time when other  societies could already look back upon several years of 
activities.. The Werkbund-exhibition Film und Foto travelled after  its show in 
Stuttgartt  to Zurich where it was exhibited from the end of August until the end of 
Septemberr  1929, yet the film programme curated by Hans Richter  was not 
screenedd for  reasons unclear.125 One possibility would be the lack of available 
cinemas::  until well into the 1930s alternative circles had trouble with booking 
cinemass for  screenings as exhibitors in some countries (similar  examples can be 
foundd in England, France, and Germany) exercised considerable pressure on 
colleaguess not to rent their  cinemas even at times when they were not used 
otherwise.. Owners of commercial cinemas considered film  societies to be 
competitorss on a field that should be limited to established players. In Geneva, the 
Ciné-ClubCiné-Club de Geneve, started operation in 1928. Its monthly meetings 
supplementedd by the magazine Ciné was oriented towards French avant-garde 
cinema,, but it found its public forum in the English language magazine Close Up 
whichh was published in Switzerland too. The Geneva club inaugurated operation 
onn 14 March 1928 with Man Ray's EMAK BAKIA (FR 1927) and Jean Epstein's LA 
GLAC EE A TROIS FACE (FR 1927). On 18 Apri l Alberto Cavalcanti was the guest of 
honourr  and on 2 May films by Germaine Dulac were screened. The club became a 
partt  of the French-language network that also spawned Belgium.126 The 
Eidgenössischee Technische Hochschule (ETH - Polytechnic university) in Zurich 
hadd already set up a film  office (Filmstelle) in 1922 which screened films and 
offeredd lectures and courses on the cinema, yet very much within a framework of 
educationall  and technical questions - initiall y aesthetic or  social consideration 
playedd a minor  role here. In 1932, the film  office instigated a regular  film 
programmee which was successful, but proved too time consuming and work 
intensive;;  for  that reason it was turned over  in 1933 to the Schweizer Werkbund 
(SWB)) which had organised the Zurich-stay of the Stuttgart-exhibition in 1929 and 
furthermor ee had commissioned Hans Richter  for  a project on reformist modern 
architecturee with DIE NEUE WOHNUNG (CH 1930).127 They had already in 1930 
broughtt  over  Hans Richter  for  a presentation and lecture to accompany the FiFo-
exhibitionn and then continued with regular  programmes, sometimes with guests 
lik ee Lészló Moholy-Nagy, until the group ceased activity after  36 film  programmes 
inn 1935. This close connection between education (university), professional design 
(Werkbund)) and an humanist engagement is typical for  the reformist wing of the 
alternativee cinema culture. 

AA workers' film  society, Foreningen for Filmskultur  (»Association for 
Filmm Culture«), was founded in Denmark in 1930128 and in Porto existed an 
AssociagdoAssociagdo dos Amigos do Cinema from the second half of the 1920s onwards.129 
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Thee Portuguese association which was a membership organisation for film 
enthusiastss handed out an annual price, ran a library, was involved in publication 
andd production, but it is unclear if it also projected regularly films. Thus, it might 
havee been an exceptional film club insofar as it was not based on exhibition 
practice.. The further development in Portugal in the 1930s was rather in the sector 
off  amateur film societies; thus, oriented towards solving technical problems instead 
off  developing screening practice and aesthetic capabilities of judgment. Film 
societiess in its traditional sense were only founded in the 1940s in Portugal. 

Similarly,, Poland had two artists' associations promoting artistic film in 
thee 1930s: Stowarzyszenie Milosnikow filmu Artystycznego (START - Society of 
thee Devotees of the Artistic Film) from 1930 to 1935 and after 1937 the 
SpoldzielnaSpoldzielna Autorow Filmowych (Co-Operative of Film Authors). The former 
includedd directors Aleksander Ford and Wanda Jakubowska, but also later film 
historiann Jerzy Toeplitz and rallied around the slogan »the struggle for films for the 
publicc good« while the latter incorporated Stefan and Franciszka Themerson who 
madee some noteworthy avant-garde films.130 Yet, Poland did not have any real film 
societiess until after World War Two.131 Czechoslovakia had a very active and 
cross-mediaa avant-garde in the interwar period that gathered around Karel Teige as 
thee key figure and had taken up »poetism« (a mixture of constructivism and 
lyricism)) as its cause. A shortlived film society was founded in 1927 and around 
thiss time production was started. Svatoplup Innemann, Alexander Hackenschmied 
(whoo later in the United States became famous as Hammid), Otakar Vavra, Jan 
Kuöera,, Frantisek Burian, Jifi Lehovec and Karel and Irene Dodal formed the 
centree of an active avant-garde that produced everything from architectural studies 
too advertisements.132 These activists organised »weeks of avant-garde film« in the 
earlyy 1930s and took up production on a more steady base. In the mid-1930s most 
peoplee from this circle moved to Zlin, an industrial city designed and built by and 
forr the shoe company Bata where they formed a film department that produced 
experimentall  advertisement films.133 In keeping with the spirit of the time the films 
promotedd the shoes and the city (much like Philips and Eindhoven or later 
Volkswagenn and Wolfsburg) which both stood for the relentless modernising drive 
thatt had also taken hold in Czechoslovakia.134 

Iff  looking at the ciné-club movement purely in quantitative terms, if 
comparingg size, number or frequency of activities alone, then the peak of the film 
societyy movement has to be located some time between 1930 and 1935. This 
clearlyy shows that it was not sound film that brought down the European avant-
gardee as is so often stated. The strategic convergence of several interest and lobby 
groupss over the 1920s was mirrored by the functional differentiation on the other 
sidee of the divide, yet many new groups were founded after 1930 and many 
continuedd their activities. 
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3.44 Institutionalisatio n and functiona l differentiatio n 
inn the 1930s 

EsEs gibt in solchen [Avantgarde-JBewegungen immer einen Augenblick, 
dada die urspriingliche Spannung des Geheimbundes im sachlichen, 

profanenprofanen Kampfum Macht und Herrschqft explodieren oder als 
öffentlicheöffentliche Manifestation zerfallen und sich transformieren mufi. 

WalterWalter Benjamin (1929)135 

Untill  the mid to late 1930s many film clubs had either vanished, transformed into 
political,, governmental, educational or archival institutions or developed into 
amateurr organisation largely devoid of a wider social and political agenda, let 
alonee revolutionary fervour. If people and institutions had been active in different 
sectorss of the cinema before - film societies like the Filmliga had effectively 
venturedd into distribution and production - the 1930s saw a growing sense of 
divergencee and falling apart which might be described in a more productive fashion 
ass a functional differentiation of a sector of the cinema that had blossomed in the 
decadee before. Many film societies limited themselves to monthly or bi-monthly 
screeningscreening forums without the dynamic drive for change that had propelled these 
movementss into the forefront of aesthetic development in the late 1920s. Art house 
cinemass evolved out of this functional differentiation on the side of exhibition136, 
archivess were the result of the preservatory impulse, publishing and teaching 
stemmedd from the reform oriented side of the activities, and curating activities and 
meetingss galvanised into film festivals which were also born in the 1930s. One of 
thee three Parisian art cinemas of those years, the Vieux Colombier, closed down in 
19344 when Tédesco ventured completely into production. Likewise, the Film 
SocietySociety of London went into decline and lost much of its critical momentum in the 
coursee of the 1930s before ceasing activity with the outbreak of World War Two. 

Afterr a couple of years with seemingly unrestricted growth the avant-garde 
hadd not only reached a critical mass in 1929/30, it also showed first symptoms of 
fatigue.. Even in circles not unsympathetic to the avant-garde in general such as the 
Germann trade paper Film-Kurier harsh criticism of the snobbish attitude and lack 
off  popular support was voiced: 

Bedenklich,, da£ unsere Avantgarde so sichtlich Inzucht der Ideen treibt. Die starken 
Talentee bleiben aus, die Schulen blUhen. Einer stiehlt's vom andern. DaB Karusselle 
sichh drehen, auf Rummelplatzen Typen wimmeln - wie oft hat's das Auge erfahren. 
Welchee Umwege, welcher Formenballast wird da fur nichts ersonnen. [...] Bei uns 
quetschtt man sich ein paar Experimente für Eingeweihte, für Höchstgebildete ab. 
Diee Snobgarde filmt.137 

Evenn though this might not be a representative opinion similar voices pointing out 
aa formulaic and repetitive film format can also be found in the avant-garde organ 
CloseClose Up. An article by Robert Herring in May 1929 pokes fun at some of the 
typicall  stylistic features of the avant-garde that are rapidly becoming a cliché. 
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Herringg advises the aspiring amateur to travel to Paris, shoot on the Metro and 
underr the Eiffel tower, »show you know BERLIN« and add a measure of water and 
trafficc in order to make a successful avant-garde film.138 

AA case in point are the Workers' Film Societies in England which 
mushroomedd in 1929, then had a fairly steady development for two or three years, 
beforee either faltering for a variety of reasons or transforming into more 
conservativee clubs for the appreciation of the cinema.139 Moreover, the success of 
thee various societies had also seduced commercial cinemas to screening an 
alternativee programme occasionally, regularly or exclusively. In England, a number 
off  modernist high-brow and avant-garde magazines such as Film Art or World Film 
NewsNews testify to the stability of an audience for alternative films. In one of those 
papers,, Cinema Quaterly, the situation is assessed in 1932: 

Thee comparative success of such films as LE MILLION , MADCHEN IN UNIFORM, and 
KAMERADSCHAFT,, despite their foreign dialogue and lack of organised publicity, has 
provenn beyond doubt that there is an intelligent cinema audience sufficiently large to 
supportt films of the highest artistic standard.. .14° 

Thesee films which would have been the standard fare of film societies in the 1920s 
noww ended up on commercial screens. Obviously, this was taking business from the 
audiencee organisations whose original impetus was to bring films to the cinema 
thatt did not stand a chance otherwise. The success of the film societies resulted in a 
largerr audience which in turn killed them as commercial cinemas were at least 
partlyy taking over their segment. Yet again, the British magazine also lists many 
fil mm societies being active all across cities in Great Britain, often connected to 
educationall  institutions (Oxford University, Eton College), but also sub-standard 
filmfilm  societies which were more oriented towards practical work than towards a 
screeningg practice. Thus, commercial art films with some audience potential 
venturedd to normal cinemas while some of the bottom-up film societies turned to 
amateurr work instead.141 The first bigger meetings of amateurs took place in the 
latee 1920s such as the »National Convention of Amateur Cinematograph Societies« 
inn October 1929 in London.142 

AA crucial question concerns the availability of films at a time when film 
clubss interested in »different« kinds of film existed in many cultural centres in 
Europe.. Production was in transformation in these years as old recipes had to be 
revised.. One reason was surely the introduction of sound which necessitated an 
enormouss investment to be able to start production. There were attempts at keeping 
onee silent film theatre open in Paris, a project undertaken by critics and filmmakers 
whichh ultimately failed. More importantly, energy shifted towards the documentary 
impulsee and - as could be seen in Grierson's different configurations - these 
institutionss tended to create their own screening contexts. Thus, many people had 
learnedd the lesson of the film society as is demonstrated by these moves outside the 
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informall  and unstable contexts of the avant-garde and a coagulation of alternative 
distributionn networks and screening circles into more formal organisations. 

Forr programming purposes, the main problems of the film clubs after 1930 
provedd to be how to deal with sound films. The introduction of sound had 
intensifiedd the capitalisation of the film industry. As an effect smaller companies 
ceasedd to exist or merged to form larger corporations, for which France is a 
particularlyy good example.143 Film production became more costly and consequent-
lyy films had to recoup more money on their release. Film societies and alternative 
screeningg spaces could often not compete anymore with commercial exhibitors. 
Thosee films that had before guaranteed the survival of the audience organisation 
noww went to commercial art cinemas that became increasingly professionalised. 
Filmm societies needed one or two »hits« per season to generate publicity and new 
members,, now they turned into a second- or even third-run-house because the most 
interestingg films were taken away by others. An attempt to work against this 
growingg commercialisation of the alternative sector was the founding of an 
internationall  office for the distribution of films by the Dutch Filmliga.144 

Thee introduction of sound had similar repercussions in production. 
Filmmakerss associated with the avant-garde made sound films but they were often 
commerciall  and produced by large companies: René Clair made films for the 
multinationall  syndicate Tobis, Fritz Lang and G.W. Pabst worked for Seymour 
Nebenzal'ss Nero-Film, while another champion of the 1920s, Abel Gance, fell into 
obscurity.. These larger companies had a clear distribution priority to large 
metropolitann cinemas and nationwide cinema chains, film societies would be at the 
bottomm of receiving a specific film. Other former protagonists of the avant-garde 
turnedd increasingly towards industrial films such as Walter Ruttmann, Hans 
Richter,, or Joris Ivens who made films for Hapag, Philips, Creosoot, or the German 
steell  industry. Not too differently, these producers also had their agendas and only 
gavee films to ciné-clubs once they had fulfilled their purpose. As a result the 
programmess often resorted to silent film, whereas normal cinemas had already 
changedd to sound film. Production costs rose with the new equipment, so producers 
weree less likely to take risks at financing experimental films. Moreover wiring 
cinemass for sound required the investment of considerable sums of money. Again, 
soundd film was not the cause per se, but rather the catalyst that helped to introduce 
neww manners of management and organisation, that kindled state interest in film. It 
wass these developments in turn that transformed the avant-garde and its exhibition 
wing.. Yet, the demand of film societies for sound film technology was soon 
realised.. An advertisement in the British magazine Cinema Quaterty aimed at film 
clubss and educational institutions reads: 

Filmm Societies, Schools, Clubs and Study Groups! 
Westernn Electric offer you a trouble free hiring service providing - for a moderate 
inclusivee fee - portable sound equipment - suitable for audiences of up to 600 
peoplee - services of an operator and, if required, a programme of films, 
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entertainment,, travel, scientific, educational, etc. The equipment can be erected in 
anyy hall at short notice...I45 

Onee problem for the film societies appears, it could be said, that they were 
discoveredd as a niche market. As one could hire a sound projector with project-
ionistt and a film programme the alternative networks that were in the process of 
gettingg together were short-circuited. Commercial suppliers took away that 
businesss from the screening clubs that guaranteed success and visibility leaving the 
initiativess with the harder-to-market stuff. The same could also be said of the 
commerciall  art houses that were appearing everywhere over Europe from the 
secondd half of the 1920s onwards. There was a high fluctuation in cinemas which 
occasionallyy or regularly screened a different kind of programme, but in larger 
citiess commentators were pretty sure that one or more repertory theatre could be 
supportedd on a regular and commercial basis by the audience.146 

Anotherr factor that should also not be forgotten: the availability of films, 
thee chance to watch older films had to be given in order for a film club culture to 
evolve.. Without the existence and support of a number of institutions such efforts 
weree very difficult to keep up - Soviet trade agencies, backlists of distributors, 
directorss travelling with their personal print of a film to introduce it (to which a 
certainn mobility and wealth is necessary) were the pre-condition for the success of 
alternativee cinema networks. As some active members of these movements realised 
thiss problem they started to build their own back catalogue or they simply followed 
theirr collector's impulse which evolved into the archival movement. 

Thee issue of the Soviet trade agencies is a case in point: Ivor Montagu has 
reportedd thoroughly on the troubles that the Progressive Film Institute had in 
dealingg with the Soviet delegations147: First of all, the main purpose of the trade 
agenciess was to sell Soviet films commercially abroad in order to obtain foreign 
currencyy much needed for the young Soviet Union; lending films to non-profit 
organisationss such as the film-clubs was not high on their agenda, especially since 
thesee institution must have rather seemed like bourgeois clubs for art appreciation 
thann revolutionary engines. Often, delegates attempted for many years in vain to 
placee a Soviet film on the commercial market. Again, if film clubs would finally 
convincee a trade agency to hand over such a film it was often years old. This 
createdd the problem that an avant-garde organisation was presenting a work some 
yearss old. A further complication was that film societies and similar organisations 
oftenn operated on the basis of trust, as they needed to convince the Soviet delegates 
off  their methods. Because the delegates were exchanged every couple of years like 
diplomats,, there was no stable ground for a co-operation between the left-wing film 
clubss and the Soviet trade agencies. As soon as a common ground and a personal 
relationshipp was established between a film society and a trade agency, the Soviet 
delegatee would be replaced by another envoy from Moscow. 
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3.4.11 Film and nationa l lif e 
GenauGenau wie man sich eines Tages zusammenfinden wird, 

umum einen gemeinsamen Export der deutschen Filmfabrikate 
insins Ausland in die Hand zu nehmen, genau so werden sich 

diedie mafigebenden Firmen vereinen, um eine Stelle zufinanzieren, 
diedie zMm Nutzen der gesamten Fabrikation unter Aufsicht der Industrie 

undfiirundfiir die Industrie Filmexperimente macht. 
ErnstErnst Jager (1927)148 

Alreadyy in the second half of the 1920s there were calls for a national effort of 
coordinatingg experimental work. As in Ernst Jager's statement quoted above this 
combinationn conventionally aimed at integrating the avant-garde into the wider 
contextt of film culture. To call for the state in supporting film appeared natural, gi-
venn the fact that the state heavily regulated the cinema through censorship, import 
quotas,, taxes, building and fire regulations and other laws. The leading spokesmen 
off  the film industry therefore believed that the state also had an obligation to help 
thee cinema. Various texts asked for state-supported institutions such as a film 
laboratory,, a film school, a state cinema, and academic research.149 Whereas radical 
theoristss as Walter Benjamin would have disagreed and argued instead for a 
radicalisationn of the avant-garde in order to engender transformations, many 
observerss wanted to integrate the fledging movement into mainstream film culture. 
Thee effect should have been twofold: on the one hand the experimental impulses 
couldd have been harnessed and this new construction could be used for servicing 
ideass such as the national which was on the rise everywhere in Europe after 1929. 

Ass the energy of the film societies functionally differentiated while also 
losingg revolutionary momentum, other groups and sectors followed the film 
societiess and took up film because the importance of cinema was hardly debatable 
anymore.. New groups now »discovered« film as a medium for building, sustaining, 
influencing,, and manipulating a/the public. Politicial parties and government 
bodiess became major motion picture producers as they realised the value of film. 
Thiss shift can be seen across different countries in different configurations. John 
Griersonn brought the Empire Marketing Board (EMB) and the General Post Office 
(GPO)) Film Units in England into existence, two governmental agencies active 
acrosss a vast field of production, distribution, exhibition and marketing. The 
situationn in Nazi Germany was in some respect comparable to that in the Soviet 
Unionn where the state increasingly became involved in production. In Italy, the 
IstitutoIstituto Luce and the production company Cines, and the involvement of Benito 
Mussolini'ss son Vittorio, gathered much energy and momentum around different 
non-fictionall  film formats. State efforts in cinema affairs in democratic systems 
includee the French front populaire which was quite active in filmmaking and 
Roosevelt'ss New Deal as part of the larger programmes to employ artists and 
creativee personnel. The last occasion to generate a vigorous response from 
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filmmakerss was the Spanish civil war which attracted artists and activists from 
manyy countries to defend the Republic. Of course, many of these films were openly 
politicall  and therefore also intensified political divergent meanings within the film 
societiess which were before often glossed over by a vague allusion to film art or 
independence,, to absoluter Film or cinéma pur. These movements were happening 
thankss to larger tectonic shifts in the political landscape: a growing polarisation 
movedd the majority either towards the political left or to the right, a growing social 
divisionn and political tension was brought about by the crisis of the economic 
systemm following the stock exchange crash of 1929, and a general search for 
alternativee social and ideological models to deal with the critical situation looked 
forr ever more radical solutions. 

Thee Empire Film Board and General Post Office Film Unit are nowadays 
mainlyy remembered for their innovative films. This is typical of historiography 
concentratingg almost exclusively on the films while ignoring more ephemeral 
activitiess such as distribution, programming, organisations of lectures and teaching. 
Inn fact, the two Griersonian institutions were mainly aimed - if judged by their 
statutess and other written documents - at bringing films to people, at changing the 
wayy the audience would typically watch a film. Central to their task and activities 
wass the organisation of film presentations and the building and maintenance of a 
distributionn network, the production of films was something of a supplement. The 
reasonn for this is easy to see as different kinds of films were needed for such an 
alternativee screening circuit aimed at social reform and adult education. Seen from 
thiss perspective, film production in the context of Grierson's governmental film 
institutionss could be argued to have learned from the history of film clubs: One of 
thee main reasons for the loss of energy and dynamism can be put down to a lack of 
adequatee films during the introduction of sound. Grierson had therefore learned his 
lessonn and the celebrated films could be argued to have been made in order to 
overcomee the shortage of screenable films. As Ian Aitken writes: »[T]he documen-
taryy film movement did not only consist of a collection of films. It was also 
establishedd to service a campaign for political and cultural reform, and it utilized 
film,film,  written material, speeches, lectures, and other means of persuasion to that 
end.«1500 Grierson's film units were first and foremost headquarters of a publicity 
campaignn which tried to create a Medienverbund in which the films were an impor-
tantt element, but not an end in itself. Yet, the documentary film movement was not 
thee only initiative in Britain continuing the work begun by the Film Society. 

Thee British Film Institute (BFf) was founded with semi-official status in 
Octoberr 1932 (in autumn 1933 officially) based on a government report The Film 
inin National Life.151 Its aim was to further cooperation between the film industry 
(»thosee who make, distribute, exhibit films«) and »all who are inter-ested in the 
artistic,, educational and cultural possibilities of films«. In the beginning the BFI 
wass mainly occupied with educational film and financed with the help of a special 
taxx from the cinemas.152 The film archive National Film Library was set up by the 
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BFIBFI in 1935. Some of the free floating energy of the late 1920s was channeled into 
thiss project, some of it survived in the film magazines of the 1930s (Cinema 
QuarterlyQuarterly and Sight and Sound, both published from 1932 onwards; Film Art 
startedd to come out in 1933). The rest of the energy was absorbed by what came to 
bee known as the Documentary Film Movement of John Grierson. Ivor Montagu, 
keyy figure of the Film Society has argued similarly on the final days of that 
institution:: »The banner has passed to the BFI, the NFA, the BFFS, Film Festivals 
thatt milk not mainly USA and Europe but the wider world, the NFT and the 
commerciall  theatres for specialised audiences.«153 This shift to acronyms is only 
thee most visible sign of a growing institutional! sat ion taming the transformative 
energyy of the film avant-garde. 

AA similar configuration in which the state used the cinema for its own 
purposess can be found in the debate and founding around the Swedish Film 
AssociationAssociation in 1933. In fact, the state had heard the call of the avant-garde that 
Ruttmannn and others had uttered, but it answered in ways unexpected to the avant-
garde.. In a way, the reaction of the state was similar to that of the industry: they 
onlyy devoured those parts of the avant-garde that it considered useful and left the 
restt to decay. Certainly, by being digested the avant-garde had some influence, but 
neverr in the direct way that they themselves were hoping for. The Swedish 
professionall  society was focusing on 

aa didactical documentary discourse. In short, the ideas behind the Film Association 
weree to >artistically, culturally and technically promote cinema in Sweden.< As an 
academicc undertaking it sought to promulgate a new national film culture, not only 
inn terms of refined production guidelines, but also as to cultivate public taste and, 
viaa publications, inform on cinematic matters. [...] With the task to increase the 
culturall  prestige of cinema, it addressed all kinds of filmic issues: from film 
aestheticss and manuscript contests to state funding of production and film theoretical 
speculations.154 4 

Thiss event was followed by a public debate about role and function of the cinema 
inn the lif e of the nation that ran through most of the 1930s. One should keep in 
mindd that these state activities took place regardless of the political organisation: 
fromfrom the communist Soviet Union through socialdemocratic Sweden and reformist 
Unitedd States and England up to fascist Germany and Italy. Most of the topics, 
aims,, discourses and interests were in the (imaginary) realm of the film societies 
onlyy some years earlier, the nation state only with the coming of sound really took 
overr from other organisational forms. In this respect the coming of sound would 
nott only mark the final stage of the shift of control from the exhibitor to the 
producer,, but it also marked the completion of the phase in which the nation state 
wouldd gradually occupy and use film as a means of propaganda and self-
promotion.. Thus, from the battlefield of World War One and the founding of the 
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Ufaa one could see a line developing to the emerging state institutions for archiving, 
researchingg and promoting film as can be seen in Sweden or in England. 

Inn 1928 the most important German trade paper Film-Kurier reserved a 
wholee page for addressing the state to fund a number of initiatives that most have 
beenn important to (liberal) forces within the film industry. Besides the tradition-al 
calll  for tax breaks the rest appears rather unusual and could have been right out of 
ann avant-garde magazine. The Film-Kurier asks the state to support studios for 
experimentall  film and for film music, schools for film and for film music, a 
devotionn of universities to the cinema, a film museum and archive and a price for 
filmfilm  music.155 This consequent devotion to experimenting on the one hand while 
alsoo safeguarding future (schools) and past (archive, museum) are typical for the 
avant-garde,, yet that these calls come from a forum of the industry illustrates how 
somee of these ideas were becoming common currency around 1930. In fact, 
vocationall  training, a devotion to experimental work, supporting film in the service 
off  the national and the serious engagement with historicity went hand in hand at the 
timee when sound cinema was introduced. 

Thesee transformations were not lost on avant-garde activists. Iris Barry, 
onee of the hidden protagonist in the transfiguration of the avant-garde movement 
intoo filmmaking in the service of the nation-state and the archive-historicist 
impulse,, was travelling across Europe in 1935. She was on a trip in order to acquire 
filmsfilms for the MOMA archive when she reported about Leni Riefenstahl's TRIUMPH 
DESS WILLEN S (DE 1934/35): 

Elsewhere,, an entirely new and significant tendency is apparent in an attempt to 
recordd out-standing national events by means of film. [...] The use of film for such 
purposess is new. [...] Lately, the British Government has been the producer of a 
numberr of lively >shorts< dealing specifically with its own activities in the domestic 
realmm of communication - radio, post-office, weather bureau, and the like. 
Technically,, it is these which have the most likeness to the new kind of German 
filmsfilms of which I speak, though the latter take a much larger canvas. The mass 
meetingg of the Nazi Party at Niirnberg in the autumn of 1934 was not merely filmed, 
thee whole meeting was organized in such a way that a direct and living record of the 
celebrationn could be made. Camera emplacements had been carefully worked out 
andd installed, a battery of cameras was trained on the gathering so as to provide 
closee shots, long shots, travelling shots - and so that the speeches and other sounds 
mightt be properly recorded. THE TRIUMPH OF THE WILL , as this full-length picture 
madee for domestic consumption only is called, proved one of the most brilliantly 
assembledd and edited films imaginable: it enables a remote member of the general 
publicc to participate as at first hand in the meeting.156 

Barryy not only makes the connection between the Griersonian school and 
filmmakingg in Nazi Germany in terms of support mechanisms, but also stylis-
tically.. The participatory dimension of the state-sponsored cinema of the 1930s 
couldd also be an avant-garde legacy as the destruction of barriers between film and 
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spectator,, between producer and consumer had been high on the agenda of the 
alternativee movements of the previous decade. That this participation of the 
spectatorr in the events on the screen would take such a turn as in the case of 
Riefenstahll  was certainly not foreseeable by the avant-garde activists. 

3.4.22 Archivin g and Historicit y 
[Der[Der  Staat] könnte z*B. damit beginnen, ein Filmarchiv zu errichten. 

ErEr wiirde so ein Mittel schaffen, jene wenigen wichtigen Filme, 
diedie an der lOOprozentigen Erfolgsnotwendigkeit scheiterten, überhaupt 
wiederwieder zuganglich zu machen. Ware erst einmal eine Heimat fur diese 

WaisenkinderWaisenkinder gegriindet, so wiirde sich automatisch das zugehorige 
PublikumPublikum urn sie gruppieren, vorausgesetzt, dafi mit dem Archiv eine 

entsprechendeentsprechende Aufführungsmöglichkeit verbunden wiirde. Das were der 
zweitezweite wichtige Schrift und wiirde bedeuten: Die Errichtung des Staatskinos. 

WalterWalter Ruttmann (1928)157 

Thee idea of film preservation and creating an archive of films is nearly as old as 
filmfilm  itself. The first calls for a film archive» »Une nouvelle source de Fhistoire« 
andd »La photographie animée, ce qu'elle est, ce qu'elle doit être«, were written and 
publishedd by the Polish photographer Boleslaw Matuszewski and sent to French 
institutionss in 1898. Yet, he came too early and at the time the calls went 
unheard.1588 Closer to my purpose here, Louis Delluc as one of the »founding 
fathers«« of the film avant-garde had already in the early 1920s called for a »library 
orr repertory of significant films [...], not only to preserve but to promulgate the 
ideaa of cinema art and to educate cinema audiences in order to support further 
innovationss and the cinema's eventual achievements«.159 The construction of a 
canonn of important works, the consciousness for film history, the attempt to 
guaranteee access to this history and the integration of these concerns into a 
transformedd cinema culture - all these issues were important elements of avant-
gardee film culture. The programming of older films has been a staple of film 
societiess as their initial impetus partly resulted from the desire to re-watch specific 
films.films. The forms that it took - homages, reveries or negative re-evaluations -
differedd widely. Sometimes it was done solemnly with the desire to watch films 
thatt one has missed, calling for a second- and third-run market: »One often wants 
too see films one has missed. It is never possible. After a year or two they are as 
deadd as a doornail. Some enterprising person might pull strings so that the best 
survived,, and more than that, are shown.«160 Yet, sometimes very consciously a 
mediaa event was created as in the effort by Robert Aron (initially the driving force 
behindd the La Sarraz meeting) and Jean Georges Auriol to bring Georges Méliès 
backk into public consciousness161: a special issue of their magazine La revue du 
cinémacinéma in October 1929 with original texts, scenarios, reprints and a critical essay 
byy Paul Gilson was supplemented by a screening of eight Méliès-films at the Salle 
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Pleyel,, co-organised by Studio 28, and the papers L'ami du peuple and Figaro. 
Despitee the different forms that these early film historical events took one unifying 
factorr of the avant-garde was nevertheless a consciousness for the history of the 
cinemaa which resulted in film collections and written film histories. The first ones 
too venture in these areas were veterans from the ciné-clubs in the 1930s, heavily 
influencedd by concerns advanced in avant-garde circles in the 1920s. 

Forr archiving the coming of sound proved to be a crucial moment. One 
fundamentall  change brought about by this media change was the sudden 
devaluationn of silent films. Within the course of half a year the film stock, the 
»library«« or »archive« as proponents of cultural conservation would have it or the 
»backlist«« as the US studios call their older products, was considered worthless. 
Besidess leading to the massive destruction of film material - in economic terms it 
appearedd pointless to waste money on storing objects that did not seem to have any 
exchangee value anymore - it also opened the way for collectors to get hold of 
manyy old films that were unattainable before. When the swift shift to sound film 
wass obvious in Europe in 1930 all producers and distributors had to follow, quickly 
sellingg of their remaining silent programmers to far-away regions such as South 
Americaa or China which were in respect to the transition to sound two or three 
yearss behind the United States in the first instance, yet also considerable time 
behindd England, France and Germany.163 This devaluation of silent film also 
triggeredd the archival movement begun by several young enthusiasts who had been 
memberss of different ciné-clubs and grown up within the circles of alternative film 
culture.. The impulse of restructuring cinema culture gave way to an attention 
towardss those »orphans« that were now homeless - as the state did not yet answer 
too Ruttmann's call quoted above the archival movement began as a private 
enterprisee by a select few. 

Lii  the course of the 1930s one streak of the film society movement became 
thee first generation of archivists: Iris Barry had been an important figure in the 
Londonn Film Society until leaving for New York in 1930 after her divorce from 
Alann Porter and having been sacked from the Daily Mail.164 Some months earlier, 
inn summer 1929, the first director of the Museum of Modern Art, Alfred H. Barr, 
Jr.,, had been asked to draw up a plan for the new institution by the trustees of the 
institution.. His plan included departments of commercial and industrial art, theatre 
design,, film, photography, besides painting and sculpture. Yet, in light of the 
depressionn MOMA started out with painting and sculpture alone, the most 
establishedd arts and thus easier to win private patrons (on which MOMA had to 
relyy as a privately financed institution). Iris Barry worked as a freelance writer until 
19322 when she became »film librarian« at the MOMA. In a pamphlet written in 
19322 and entitled The Public as Artist Barr called again for the inclusion of film in 
thee museum. That year Barry started her job at MOMA, linking up with Hollywood 
throughh the backing of John Hay Whitney as the first important step for acquiring 
thee necessary material for the archive. Tellingly, Barry did not start by approaching 
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thee avant-garde, even though that was her  background. She recognised the 
limitation ss inherited from the Film Societies through their  history, organisation and 
stance.. Also, she knew that she only had a chance in the long run if she could 
musterr  the support of the big industry in Hollywood. The Film Librar y was 
foundedd in 1935 (which later  turned into the department of film, still its name 
today)) and the cinema was run from 1939 onwards. 

Wee should not forget that it was also Iri s Barry who preserved some of the 
avant-gardee spirit and built bridges that helped exiles as different as Luis Bunuel 
andd Siegfried Kracauer  during the war. Her  support possibly saved Bunuel from 
becomingg an obscure and forgotten extra on the margins of the 1920s surrealist 
movementt  who vanished into thin air  after  having collaborated with Salvador  Dalf 
onn two films. The same could be said about Kracauer: Without his seminal study 
FromFrom Caligari to Hitler  which he could not have written without the support of 
Barryy he might have ended up a film  criti c nowadays only remembered by experts 
(suchh as Hans Feld or  Will y Haas). And there is a thir d important person that she 
helpedd and whose lif e she possibly gave a new direction: In 1936 Barry went to 
Europee and visited Eisenstein in Moscow who was working on BEZIN LUG (SU 
1936)) at the time. Barry convinced Eisenstein's assistant Jay Leyda (who had been 
too Moscow for  three years) to come with her  to MOM A as her  new assistant What 
goess around comes around: Bunuel, Kracauer, Leyda - three key figures for  film 
historiography,, the avant-garde and film  theory were all helped at crucial moments 
byy Iri s Barry who herself had gotten her  film  socialisation at the London Film 
Society.. The circles of the avant-garde screening clubs and filmmaking  had a 
lastingg influence that outlived their  actual period of operation because the energy 
generatedd flowed in different projects at different places. 

Inn Paris, Henri Langlois, slightly younger  than the pioneer  generation (born 
inn Smyrna, today Izmir , in 1912) and in Francois Traffaut' s words »perhaps the 
mostt  gifted of film  lovers«165, was a pivotal figure for  the institutionalisations of 
filmfilm  archives from the 1930s to the 1960s.166 After  Langlois met Georges Franju in 
19344 they started their  own ciné-club, forerunner  of the Cercle du Cinéma. In 
Langlois''  and Franju' s ciné-club Cercle du Cinéma discussions were not allowed 
afterr  screenings - an attempt to create a different kind of ciné-club. They combined 
thee idea of a film  club exhibiting films with the idea of an archive storing films to 
createe the Cinematheque}**1 Actually, the money for  the first  print s that they bought 
camee from Paul-August Harlé, publisher  of the trade weekly La Cinematographic 
Francaise,Francaise, but also involved financially in printin g businesses and poster  design. 
Moreover,, Harlé convinced Alexandre Kamenka, president of Albatros Films, to 
depositt  his films with Langlois and Franju, among them many commercial« art 
filmfilm  classics of the 1920s such as L E BRASIER ARDENT (FR 1923, Ivan Mosjoukine 
// Alexandre Volkoff) , FEU MATHIA S PASCAL (FR 1924, Marcel L'Herbier) , 
CARME NN (FR 1926, Jacques Feyder), UN CHAPEAU DE PAILL E D'ITALI E (FR 1927, 
Renéé Clair ) and LES NOUVEAUX MESSIEURS (FR 1928, Jacques Feyder).168 Harlé 
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madee a lot of connection in the industry until he fell from grace with Langlois, 
himselff  a legendary »difficult« character. The introduction of sound proved to be 
thee key moment for Langlois, already an avid film lover by then, triggering him on 
hiss lifetime project of film archiving and presenting: 

Thee triumph of the sound film only a year after A GIRL IN EVERY PORT [i.e. 
1928/1929]]  was to prove the determining event in Langlois's career. Not because he 
rejectedd sound [...] but because he soon realized that it was to endanger the survival 
off  decades of silent masterpieces. [...] The revolution of the talkies was imposed, as 
Langloiss said, by box-office receipts, against the conservative filmmakers and 
critics.. For the first time in the history of cinema, they began to cherish its past and 
triedd to safeguard it.169 

Conservativee in regards to technical developments were critics and filmmakers, not 
necessarilyy the industry which followed the money. The industry is first and 
foremostt rather disinterested in the aesthetic, social, or political value of changes 
regardingg production and exhibition of films. An industry organised according to 
capitalistt principles was following the audience; and if the audience wanted new 
stufff  the industry would try to provide it. 

Industryy connections were vital for a film archive to get the ball rolling and 
whilee the ciné-clubs provided the basis for the selection criteria, the industry link 
weree crucial, for Barry as well as for Langlois. While the avant-garde classics were 
easilyy within the reach through personal acquaintance, the productions of the 
biggerr companies were much more difficult to obtain. In fact, the pioneer 
generationn of the archives realised from the very start that it either needed 
governmentt organisation and sponsoring (as in England, Sweden or Germany) or 
thee direct support of the industry because otherwise these films would have just 
beenn too expensive and impossible to obtain. As one of the key problems of the 
filmfilm  societies had been the availability of films - often blocked by commercial 
distributorss or producers - the archivists had surely learned their lessons and 
startedd building an archive by installing industry liaisons. Later, Germaine Dulac 
tookk that task of industry liaison over from 1936-38 because she was influential in 
thee French industry in her position as the director of the newsreel and documentary 
departmentt at Gaumont.170 

AA retrospective text by Henri Langlois, written 1956 on the occasion of the 
60**  anniversary of the cinema, makes the connection of the archiving movement to 
thee avant-garde and the coming of sound explicit and he furthermore puts forward 
ideass very similar to the ones developed in this work: 

However,, the »silent art« had created too much enthusiasm, had been the object of 
tooo exclusive a cult, had created too many vocations to be forgotten so quickly by a 
generationn of critics. And so were born - almost at the same time, but without any 
concertedd action - the first three cinematheques devoted to conserving and 
projectingg cinematographic works of art: New York, London, and Paris. This was 
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nott by chance. Each of these three cinematheques was the last creation of that great 
movementt of opinion which, from 1916 to 1930, had arisen in favor of the cinema. 
Thee last of the film clubs was liquidated, film criticism was paralyzed, everything 
hadd fallen to pieces but, before it disappeared, this movement was able to create the 
cinematheques.171 1 

Contraryy to Langlois' claim I would argue that it was not the movement that was 
ablee to create with its last remaining breath the cinematheques, but that energy and 
interestt wandered elsewhere and seemingly an archive was a project that 
governmentss or art museums would support, so it seemed a feasible option in order 
too make a living and carry the movement along. The main problem of the film 
societies,, yet also their advantage, was that their activities were ephemeral as a 
screeningg leaves hardly any material traces. Thus, magazines and screening notes, 
archivall  collections and publishing houses were started in order to fil l the gap and 
createe something more lasting. Langlois and his Cinematheque also helped other 
institutionss in their beginnings: Both the Cineteca Italiana in Milano, founded by 
Marioo Ferrari, and the Cinematheque Royale in Brussels, founded by Andre 
ThirifaysThirifays got their ideas and first films from Langlois in Paris in 1937 and 1938 
respectivelyy - the normal way to start a film society was to go to Paris, get in 
contactt with the right people, acquire some films, and then return home and start 
yourr film club.172 This development carried on after World War Two when Freddy 
Buache,, founder of the Cinematheque Suisse and Fred Junck who installed a film 
archivee in Luxemburg both acquired their film education to no small measure at the 
CinemathequeCinematheque Francaise.173 

Whereass the Cinematheque Francaise was a private initiative, collecting 
andd archiving film and matters related to the cinema fell within the domain of the 
newlyy founded British Film Institute in Britain. The state took a lively interest in 
matterss of film in England: the various educational activities in the context of the 
Londonn Film Society led to the foundation of the BF1 and then subsequently to the 
NationalNational Film Archive. Ivor Montagu, one of the key figure of the London Film 
Society,Society, himself was later a member of the Film Archive Selection Committee of 
thee BFL Despite many differences, veterans from the film club movement played 
ann important part here as well. Olwen Vaughan was the daughter of Reverend 
Hemmingg Vaughan, founder of the Merseyside Film Society. She grew up within 
thee circles and activities of the ciné-club movement. Olwen Vaughan reigned the 
BF1,BF1, started the film archive, and hired Ernest Lindgren as its first curator who 
becamee the nemesis of Langlois in the postwar period. Lindgren became the 
epitomee of the archivists who would not screen in order to preserve while for 
Langloiss archiving meant screening. Even though this dichotomy between 
Lindgrenn and Langlois has been exaggerated an archive always has to deal with the 
dialecticss of archiving and presenting. An archive print should not be screened too 
oftenn as every screening act is a potential danger to the print and a film print only 
hass a limited screening life. Even though Langlois of the Cinematheque Francaise 
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wass famous as a champion of screening, the tension between archiving and 
screeningg remains insolvable. Thus, a stronger urge to preserving and archiving not 
onlyy lessened the time and energy available for screening and presenting, it also 
createdd the desire not to screen. Thus, a discussion of the Langlois and Lindgren 
positionss leads us back to the film societies as screening is potentially the destroyer 
andd the enemy of a film while the archival and preservatory impulse runs counter 
too the desire to screen. As the preservatory impulse grew stronger, the tendency to 
screenn consequently diminished. 

Inn Germany, like in England or Sweden, it was the nation state that brought 
aa film archive into existence. On the first anniversary of the Nazi's ascension to 
powerr the Reichsfilmkammer (chamber of film) donated a number of films as a 
basiss for a future film archive. The foundation of this institution was further 
preparedd under the auspices of Dr. Seeger (head censor) by ministerial bureucrat 
Dr.. Bottger within Goebbels' ministry of enlightenment and propaganda. Four days 
beforee the official founding at which Hitler is personally present Böttger was 
replacedd by Frank Hensel, an activist of Nazi-film work from before 1933.174 

Hensell  had produced such propaganda films as EiN FEIERTAG IN HESSEN-NASSAU 

// HITLERS BRAUNE SOLDATEN KOMMEN (DE 1931) or HITLERS KAMPF UM 

DEUTSCHLANDD (DE 1932). Thus, even in fascist Germany the archival impulse is 
connectedd to non-mainstream or »alternative film culture« of the 1920s and early 
1930s.. For the nationalsocialists, the archive was something of a perfect match 
betweenn the preservatory impulse and the national as it facilitated a rewriting of 
historyy through the command of audiovisual documents.175 

Ass I am dealing extensively with men, a brief remark on the role of women 
shouldd be inserted here: Germaine Dulac must be counted as one of the pivotal 
figuresfigures of the film avant-garde, yet less oriented towards propagating her own 
personalityy and work, but rather as a go-between, organiser, and enabler. 176 

Womenn were also crucial presences in the first years of the archive movement. 
Dulacc had to occupy one of the two positions that the informal networks of the 
avant-gardee left to women: she was a »maternal« presence in the background, a 
caretakerr eclipsed by the men's public appearance. Dulac in this positon was 
comparablee to Iris Barry in New York or Olwen Vaughan in London - in some 
ways,, Mary Meerson inherited Dulac's role in Paris as the stable supplement to 
Henrii  Langlois' flamboyance and extravaganza, along with Lotte Eisner and Marie 
Epstein.. In London at the BFI Vaughan stood back behind Ernest Lindgren, while 
Barryy moved in the shadow of MOMA's founding director Alfred Barr. The other 
possiblee position for them to occupy was that of objects that were traded between 
thee men as Gala moved from Paul Eluard to Salvador Dali, Pera Attaschewa 
formedd a couple with Hans Richter and Sergei Eisenstein, Erna Niemeyer who had 
studiedd at the Bauhaus Weimar in the early 1920s worked with Viking Eggeling 
andd was subsequently married to Hans Richter and surrealist writer Philippe 
Soupault.. Her own photographic work (as Ré Soupault) has only recently been 
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rediscovered.. In between the motherly and older helpers and the muses to be 
tradedd as objects there was littl e space for women's roles in the avant-garde circles 
betweenn such flamboyant self-promoters as Hans Richter, Lészló Moholy-Nagy, 
Walterr Ruttmann, Joris Ivens or Sergei Eisenstein. 

Oncee the archives had been established, what was needed was a measure of 
internationall  exchange. The idea for an international network of alternative cinema 
institutionss is certainly as old as the first film societies; these groups have been 
internationall  from the very beginning, albeit in a chaotic, personal and 
unsystematicc way. Films, texts, discourses and ideas were traded and exchanged 
internationallyy from the mid-1920s onwards. At La Sarraz in 1929 an international 
leaguee for independent film was founded and some years later an international 
federationn active in the business of conserving and collecting old films was 
proposedd by Germaine Dulac who urged Georges Franju and Henri Langlois to 
institutionalisee their international contacts with the archives in London and New 
York,, run by Olwen Vaughan and Ms Barry respectively. While travelling in 
Europee in the mid-1930s Iris Barry also stopped in Berlin where she reported 
favourablyy on the Reichsfilmarchiv and in Paris where she met with Henri 
Langlois,, a meeting that led to the founding of the international network of film 
archives.. A littl e bit of anecdotal history might shed some light on the transformed 
politicall  agenda of the archival world. When meeting in Paris in October 1938 to 
foundd the Federation Internationale des Archives du Film (FIAF), Frank Hensel of 
thee Reichsfilmarchiv in Berlin unexpectedly showed up and was admitted as the 
fourthh founding member of FIAF. Hensel was even elected president in 1939 while 
Franjuu served as the administrative secretary paid by the French government - and 
Pariss remained for a long time the official home of FIAF, in keeping with Paris' 
rolee as the capital of cinephilia. Franju's office was in the Palais Royal at the 
Officee of Intellectual Cooperation, equivalent to UNESCO within the setup of the 
Leaguee of Nations. 

Yet,, the idea of history was not limited to the preservatory impulse and the 
archivall  movement, but the films themselves also increasingly dealt with the 
historicityy of the film material and of the scenes and events represented in the film. 
Alreadyy in 1928 Ufa produced a film that summarised and historicised the career of 
popularr actress Henny Porten, HENNY PORTEN - LEBEN UND LAUFBAHN EEMER 

FILMKÜNSTLERINN (DE 1928, Oskar Kalbus), a year later the Porten-film is 
followedd up with a compilation of love scenes from cinema history, RUND UM DIE 
LlEBEE (DE 1929, Oskar Kalbus). Both films were screened and discussed in avant-
gardee circles as the concept of compilation or Querschnitt related to aesthetic ideas 
suchh as collage or remontage.178 Another example of this trend is the trajectory of 
Germainee Dulac. Ever since the late 1910s, Dulac had always oscillated between 
openlyy experimental and more mainstream work. Her work in the 1930s opened the 
avant-gardee further up to the industrial film, but also to questions of film and 
historyy as her last major project was a compilation film on LE CINÉMA AU SERVICE 
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DEE L'HISTOIRE (FR 1935). Dulac had been in charge of the newsreel FRANCE-
ACTUALITESS since 1932 and a critic praised her work: »C'est grace a elle que les 
programmess de France-Actualités ont cette objectivité, cette honnêteté, ces choix 
heureuxx que nous avons déja signalés«.179 In LE CINÉMA AU SERVICE DE 
L'HISTOIREE Dulac provides a history of the near-past (since World War One) from 
archivee material and gives a sketch of the state of the world.180 This found-footage 
historyy film has its equivalent in the Soviet compilation film innovated by Esfir 
Shubb who has made a trilogy from archive material sketching Russian and Soviet 
historyy from the end of the 19*  Century to the beginning of the Five-Year-Plan.181 

3.55 Conclusio n 

LefilmLefilm d'avant-garde ne s'adresse pas au simple plaisir de lafoule. 
IIII  est è lafois, plus egoïste et plus altruiste. Egoïste, puisque manifestation 

personnellepersonnelle d'une pensee pure; altruiste, puisque dégagé de tout souci 
autreautre que Ie progrés. Lefilm d'avant-garde d'inspiration sincere a cette 

qualitéqualité primordiale de contenir en germe sous une apparence parfois 
inaccessible,inaccessible, les découvertes susceptibles d'acheminer les films vers la 

formeforme cinématographique des tempsfuturs. Vavant-garde nait, a lafois, 
dede la critique du présent et de la prescience de Vavenir. 

GermaineGermaine Dulac (1932)182 

Inn this chapter I have looked at the film society movement in detail. The ciné-clubs 
andd audience organisations were part and parcel of the historical film avantgarde of 
thee interwar period. The ciné-clubs cannot be separated from the avant-garde and 
vicee versa - these were closely connected initiatives all aiming in a similar 
direction.. Yet, we should not make the mistake to put these attempts in binary 
oppositionn to the industry even though at that time this opposition was sometimes 
mobilisedd for a distinctive rhetorical function, i.e. to create a common enemy. 
Insteadd we have to look closely at the dialectic interplay between avant-garde and 
industry.. And despite the discontinuation of many ciné-clubs activities in the 
coursee of the 1930s, they have created something more durable than their 
ephemerall  events. Ralph Bond, pioneer of the British Workers' Film Society, has 
pointedd out that not only a new public was at stake, but a new way of watching 
film:film:  »Maar we hadden niet alleen een nieuw publiek bereikt, maar ook een nieuwe 
wijzee van denken teweeggebracht, met talloze honderden enthousiastelingen. Ik 
denk,, dat onze beweging niet alleen iets begon, maar ook iets van blijvende waarde 
creèrde.«1833 Yet, this lasting value was not material and was to be found mainly in 
thee attitudes of the people involved in these initiatives; as they slowly infiltrated 
manyy sectors of the film industry and film culture the ideas of the 1920s began to 
takee hold in the culture at large. In the build-up to this crucial moment the avant-
gardee was capable of gathering energy and providing a cause to rally around. It is 
thee strategic convergence that characterises the rise of the film societies - strategic 
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inn the sense that the different groups all saw cinema to varying degrees as a 
functionall  medium that could be fitted into their  own schemes. At the time few 
peoplee realised that the different groups involved in avant-garde activities would 
movee into different directions in the course of the 1930s. 

Itt  was not so much the changed situation after  1929 - sound film and 
economicc crisis - that brought about the decline of the film societies, but it was this 
changedd situation that made the internal contradictions that stood behind the stra-
tegicc convergence visible. Essentially, complete independence that was proclaimed 
ass a goal was never  obtainable and only very few of the canonised classics were 
actuallyy made independently. The relationship with the industry (Tobis, Ufa, 
Deutschee Universal, Gaumont-Franco-FilmAubert, Hapag), with hardware manu-
facturerss and electronical companies (Siemens &  Halske, Philips, AEG, Bata, 
Shell)) with state agencies that were becoming increasingly important in the 1930s 
(Grierson'ss film units in Britain , the increasingly fir m grip of the Nazi party on 
filmmakin gg in Germany, the French popular  front  in 1936-38, Soviet state produc-
tions,, New Deal filmmakin g in the United States), political positions had to be 
reconsideredd after  the peak of 1929. It turned out that the avantgarde and the film 
societiess as a movement were not able to reconcile the divergent meanings and 
positions.. Yet, besides material traces in publishing and filmmakin g it was the vast, 
trans-Europeann network that first  attempted seriously to theorise film and its foun-
dations.. The energy did not evaporate or  vanish, but it transformed according to the 
lawss of thermo dynamics: the functional differentiation in which archives were 
founded,, the cinema became a concern of the national state and the documentary 
becamee institutionalised as a genre were a result of the ciné-club and avant-garde 
movementt  of the 1920s in which their  energy has been recycled and preserved. 
Somee other  examples of the migrating energy in the networks of the film  avant-
gardee wil l be addressed in the following chapter: publishing, theorising, and 
teaching. . 

Whil ee the first  generation of the interwar  period had to overemphasise the 
divisionn between film  as art and film  as commerce in order  to obtain the status of 
artt  for  film  (they mainly supported films as distant from popular  taste as possible), 
thee second generation of the 1950s had to break that distinction down again, 
claimingg the artistic value of Hollywood genre cinema. In a way, the politique des 
auteursauteurs was already around in the 1920s as photogenie, the practices of cinephilia 
andd auteurism were only rigidl y systematised later. While the first  generation of 
critic ss had to overstress the distortion of reality as the key element of cinema that 
distinguishedd it from theatre and painting, as can be found in the theoretical 
writing ss of Rudolf Arnheim, Béla Balazs or  Sergei Eisenstein, the second 
generationn after  World War Two went back to realism as a key concept, as is most 
evidentt  in the theories of Andre Bazin and (the post-war  writing s of) Siegfried 
Kracauer.. Thus, in the 1920s and in the first  half of the 1930s people opted for  an 
approachh that would stress the difference of cinema from other  art forms and for 
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film'ss ability to distort reality whereas the post-war generation returned to an 
approachh that would see the main value of cinema in its similarity to other forms of 
representation. . 

Inn a comparable fashion, theorists Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri have 
mappedd out an international cycle of social struggles from the 19th century to their 
presentt of the last years of the 20th Century. The phase I have been describing here 
fitsfits into their categorisations of developments: »A second wave arose after the 
Soviett revolution of 1917, which was followed by an international progression of 
struggless that could only be contained by fascisms on one side and reabsorbed by 
thee New Deal and antifascist fronts on the other.«184 Seen in this light, the 1920s 
andd early 30s were a moment of crisis - and crisis is always also a moment of 
potentialityy for change and transformation - with the generated energy being 
channeledd into different developments: documentary film, reformist projects, film 
archives,, film work in the service of the state - from communist to socialdemocrat, 
conservativee and fascist. Strategic convergence and functional differentiation were 
inextricablyy linked as one contained the seed for the others and they alternated in 
longg cycles when the differentiation of the 1930s fed into the next upsurge of the 
avant-gardee after World War Two in the 1960s and 1970s. 
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